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ABSTRACT
Many older structures were designed for static loads but more recently there has been a
growing awareness that some must be designed to resist both dynamic impact and static
loads. An accidental impact load can be caused by mishaps in industry as well as accidents
stemming from transportation or man-made disasters. Structural components can be
subjected to a range of deliberate impact loads such as military activity or terrorist attacks.
A large proportion of the surfaces of concrete structures are covered by reinforced concrete
slabs. Slabs are often slender elements, which means they are vulnerable to flexural, shear,
or a combination of both modes of failure when subjected to impact loading. There are a
number of ways of predicting how an impact load will affect a concrete slab, some of
which may be impractical or expensive but because there have been significant
developments in technology, numerical techniques rather than experimental approaches
have become popular methods for developing detailed responses. Furthermore, a numerical
modelling for reinforced concrete slabs that are subjected to impact loads is a design
concept that has not yet been realistically fully developed .Additionally, current codes are
unable to suggest a clear and realistic approach. Nevertheless, a proven method for
analysing and predicting possible failure mode is an essential requirement. Thus, the finite
element package ABAQUS/Explicit as well as an experimental analyses was undertaken to
examine the behaviour of reinforced concrete slabs subjected to impact loading.
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Chapter One

1

Introduction

Problem Definition

Many older structures were designed for static loads but more recently there has been a
growing awareness that some must be designed to resist both dynamic impact and static
loads. An accidental impact load can be caused by mishaps in industry as well as accidents
stemming from transportation disasters to human error.

Structural components can be subjected to a range of deliberate impact loads such as
military activity or terrorist attacks. A large proportion of the surfaces of concrete structures
are covered by reinforced concrete slabs. Slabs are often slender elements, which means
they are vulnerable to flexural, shear, or a combination of both modes of failure when
subjected to impact loading.

There are a number of ways of predicting how an impact load will affect a concrete slab,
some of which may be impractical or expensive but because there have been significant
developments in technology, numerical techniques rather than experimental approaches
have become popular methods for developing detailed responses. Therefore, to numerically
examine reinforced concrete slabs that are subjected to impact loads to better understand
their behaviour may be considered a cost effective method. The main purpose of this study
is to improve the ability to evaluate finite element analysis to predict the behaviour of
concrete slabs subjected to low velocity impact loading. Thus, several differently designed
1

slabs were investigated numerically by considering different designs of shear reinforcement
(this is the usual method for designing a concrete slab that will be subjected to a transient
dynamic load). In addition, a series of experimental impact tests were conducted in order to
validate and confirm the results of the numerical simulations. This study addresses the
reliability of finite element calculations to predict the structural response of reinforced
concrete slabs when they are subjected to impact loads.

Another important aspect in this thesis is to get a better understanding of the non-linear
behaviour of reinforced concrete structures under impact loading. Defining the post-failure
behaviour of reinforced concrete structures in nature is a highly sophisticated process. Most
researchers in this area of study generally believe that impact loading is difficult to simulate
numerically because modelling the dynamic contact between two bodies, material under
strain, and load rates is not easy. Therefore, an important matter in this study, which is
actually a gap in this area of research, is to assess the capability of explicit dynamic
analysis codes to simulate impact behaviour.

1.2

Primary Objectives

Classifying the benefits and limitations of using finite element techniques for reinforced
concrete slabs is the primary objective of this research. To accurately model flexural steel
reinforcement as well as vertical and inclined shear reinforcement, is a significant task
which is studied in this thesis because the interaction between the flexural and shear
reinforcement is a difficult stage in any kind of finite element analysis. A comprehensive
assessment of the reliability of numerical non-linear analysis as a versatile tool for
2

understanding how reinforced concrete slabs subjected to impact loading react is also
addressed. A number of different types of reinforced concrete slabs will be examined
numerically and the results validated by comparing them with experimental observations.
The significant objectives addressed by this thesis are as follows:
•

To determine the accuracy which can be expected from finite element analysis when
simulating reinforced concrete slabs subjected to impact loads.

•

To examine the effect of different non-linear material models which are available in
the ABAQUS/Explicit material library on the dynamic response of reinforced
concrete slabs.

•

To evaluate the effect of modelling different types of shear reinforcement in
reinforced concrete slabs subjected to impact loading.

•

To simulate the distribution of cracking and determine the critical regions in the
tensile zone of reinforced concrete slabs.

1.3

Research methodology

In order to accomplish these objectives a number of tasks have been carried out, which
include:
•

Experimental investigation of five concrete slabs by using a large capacity drop
hammer testing.

•

Investigation of crack distribution and determination of the damage zone.

•

Critical evaluation of available methods for predicting the behaviour of concrete
slabs subjected to impact loads.

3

•

Observations of non-linear effects such as tension stiffening and shear retention
factors. In this instance an effort was made to set identical conditions for the
integration points, contact definition, material and mesh models for all developed
models. To help bridge the gap between research and practice in non-linear finiteelement analysis, different material behaviours were selected from the ABAQUS
library of material models.

1.4

Thesis layout

This study is divided into seven chapters. Chapter One containing introductory remarks
proceeds to outline the primary objectives aims research methodology of this thesis.
Chapter Two: Contains a review of published research work on the experimental and
numerical analysis of reinforced concrete slabs, as well as a review of the latest available
numerical tools for simulating impact analysis. In this instance several significant
approaches including the nature of impact loads, non-linear dynamic analysis, and the
effect of strain rates on material properties will be addressed.

Chapter Three: This chapter primarily describes the different types of materials for
concrete and steel which are considered non-linear, as well as defining the composite action
between steel and concrete. Further, consideration will be given to an analysis of
information relating to material behaviour in numerical or finite element.

Chapter Four: This chapter explains the main process for creating finite element analysis
and the entire computer modelling process for creating geometry assigns section, the nature
4

of material properties due to high strain rate, the defining step of analysis (a dynamic
Explicit code), boundary conditions, creating a job analysis, and classifying requested out
put files, will be discussed.

Chapter Five: This chapter covers every experimental process including concrete casting
processes and reinforcement preparation. After this, the experimental results are categorised
and compared with the numerical results to justify undertaking finite element analysis.

Chapter Six: This is an important chapter because it covers a comparison between the
numerical and experimental calculations. This classification may result in determining the
degree of accuracy which can be expected from the finite element method, either
qualitatively or quantitatively.

Chapter Seven: This final chapter discusses the conclusions achieved from the current
observations and some recommendations for further research, in keeping with the principal
hypotheses and objectives of this study.

5

1.5

Summary and discussion

There exist studies which suggest that numerical techniques are able to realistically predict
the behaviour of concrete slabs and experimental observations. Whereas, some structural
experts believe that to simulate reinforced concrete structures subjected to impact loading
requires special skills, thus, the principal question in this research is whether numerical
techniques can predict the behaviour of post-failure in reinforced concrete structures.

6

Chapter Two
2

2.1

Literature Review

Overview

In this chapter some fundamental concepts such as the dynamic impact load, local and
global response and possible failure from impact loading are discussed. Previous papers
relevant to numerically modelling impact loads in reinforced concrete structures are also
examined. Where gaps in the existing and research have been discovered, it will be
discussed below. This part is addressed as “need for research”.

2.2

The concept of an impact load

Problems with impact loads usually involve all three fundamental approaches, i.e., impact
load, momentum, and energy between surfaces. These three elements can be outlined
according to the following equations formulated by Zukas (1990).

∫ ρ dV

=Const

(2.1)

F =m

dv
⇒ ∑ F i + 1 2 ∑ ρ vi2 = ∑ E f + 1 2 ∑ ρ v 2f
dt

(2.2)

Where:
ρ : Material density

V : Volume

F : Force
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m : Mass
v : Velocity
E : Stored internal Energy
i : Initial condition

f : Final condition

Accordingly, one of these important factors may play a significant role in impact analysis,
nominated as elementary impulsive, and determined by:

t1 →

τ = ∫ F dt

(2.3)

t0

Where:
τ : Impulsive load
F : Impact load

By considering the short duration of time (t 0 − t1) , and provided that the velocity of motion
mass m which is changing from v1 to v2 , without external force, then

τ = m(vr 2 − vr1)

(2.4)

At this stage Timoshenko and Goodier (1970) raised an important issue which they stated
that as long as the impact zone is in the elastic region, a symmetrical load- time diagram
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can be obtained. Thus, at this stage, the maximum impact load ( F max ) between the striker
and the struck body can be calculated by:
F max = (

5m 3 5 2 5 6 5
) k V
4

(2.5)

Where k is a contact parameter which is dependent upon the geometrical and elastic
properties of the bodies, and V is the impact velocity. They also mentioned that various
types of stress waves develop that are dependent upon the energy imported into the target.
There is no proper analytical equation to predict the behaviour of impact after the elastic
region because this is a complex phenomenon requiring a separate investigation.

Provided that the height of the impact hammer is below a certain level in the experiment,
only elastic stress waves might be distributed but a higher velocity impact may result in inelastic stress waves. Impact loading is classified as either hard or soft because it usually
depends on the characteristics of the internal pre-requisite of the striker and the structures it
strikes. If the impact hammer or missile is substantially deformed by collision with a hard
structure, soft impact occurs but if the structure is deformed then hard impact has taken
place.
2.3

Local and global response

Classifying the failure mode of reinforced concrete structures subjected to impact loading
can be determined locally and globally. Bangash (1993) classified this particular
phenomenon as follows:
Penetration: the depth of the crater in the target at the impact zone (Figure 2.1.a).
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Perforation: full penetration of the target by the hammer with and without exit velocity
(Figure 2.1.b).
Scabbing: ejection of fragments from the opposite face of the target (Figure 2.1.c).
Spalling: ejection of the target material from the impact face (Figure 2.1.d).
Global response: it can be considered as global bending, shear and membrane action, as
well as changing the mode of failure in concrete slab (Figure 2.1.e).

(a) Penetration

(b)

Perforation

(d) Spalling

(c) Scabbing

(e) Global response

Figure 2.1 Different forms of impact damage (Bangash, 1993)

2.4

Failure mode in a reinforced concrete slab subjected to impact loading

A controversial issue here is determining which of the three main failure modes to choose
from because they are classified as follows: (Figure 2.2).
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•

Flexural mode (Figure 2.2 (a)),

•

Ductile shear (Figure 2.2 (b)) ,

•

Shear failure (Figure 2.2 (c)).

However, other failure modes such as high velocity impact loading or a very heavy dropped
mass, or a combination of them, might occur in certain circumstances. This type of
classification is based on experience rather than a well organised mathematical formulation
(Miyamoto et al. 1991).

(a) Flexural mode (Cracking in tensile zone and yielding steel)

(b) Shear ductile (Cracking in tensile zone, crushing in compressive region and yielding steel)
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(c) Shear failure ( 45 0 shear angle).

Figure 2.2 Possible failure modes in a concrete slab

Eibl (1987) obtained an accurate understanding from impulse loading the changing failure
mode in concrete structures. In Figure 2.3 where the bending moments are classified in
different consecutive times, it is clear that the tangent to the moment of distribution gives
the shear force Q, which can be calculated by

dM
= Q.
dx

So,
t1

: Q=0

t2 : Q < o
t3 : Q > o

Figure 2.3 Conversion from bending to shear failure (Eibl 1987)

In this case t 3 is similar to the static case with a positive supporting relationship but in
phase t 2 there is a negative supporting relationship which might be concerned with the
12

moment moving outwards. Indeed this phenomenon can be considered as a shear failure in
the middle of a simply supported beam or slab under impact before significant bending
occurs. Saito et al. (1995) examined experimentally and numerically, the loading
capacities, deformation, and failure mode of various types of reinforced concrete slabs
subjected to loads applied at various rates. According to their observations there was a
substantial relationship between the mode of failure and the loading rate (Figure 2.4 (a) and
(b)).

Figure 2.4 Comparison of test and analytical result (Saito et al. 1995)

Saito et al. also cited that by applying concentrated loads to the surfaces of reinforced
concrete slabs under static, low, and high rates and as long as this rate increases, the
deformation and failure modes might change. It is further mentioned that this deformation
is changing from flexural to punching shear mode.
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Yankelevsky (1996) provided a theoretical model in order to study perforation, and shear
plug or shear punching which were included in two of the main stages in concrete slabs.
The first stage was a penetration model into a thick target which gives rise to punching
shear in a concrete slab (refer to Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5 Failure process in concrete slab (Yankelevsky 1996)

Low and Hao (2002) used two loosely coupled SDOF systems to investigate the flexural
and direct shear response of one-way reinforced concrete slabs subjected to impulsive
loading. They initially discussed the flexural resistance in concrete slabs subjected to an
impact load and believed that the primary concept of flexural resistance may be obtained by
calculating the moment-curvature relationship of this section. Consequently, by considering
the condition of the support, any deflection of the structure under a uniformly distributed
load can be computed from the onset of loading to failure.
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A significant empirical formula about the mode of failure in a concrete slab which might be
changeable between flexural and punching load was suggested by Menetrey (2002). The
main concept of this approach is the inclination of a punching crack in a concrete slab.
Thus, it was mentioned that by considering an inclined punching crack as the pure
punching failure of α = 300 , the general failure load can be calculated by:

3

0
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F fail = F pun + ( F flex − F pun){sin( 2 α − 45 )}

With

300 ≤ α ≤ 900

(2.6)

Consequently F fail = F pun when the inclination of a punching crack is 300 , but when α = 900 ,
the mode of failure might be in the flexural mode and therefore F fail = F flex . An observation
about the process of damage in a slab subjected to an impact load was considered by
Delhomme et al. (2005) as a crucial parameter that can influence the mode of failure due to
impact loads, and can be classified as follows:
•

materials of the two colliding elements

•

initial cracking or fractures

•

shape of the dropped hammer

•

the velocity of striker

•

incidence angle of the colliding elements and

•

rigidity of the structure.

This type of classification is generally not completed on the basis of impact loading. It was
suggested according to a combination of impact and static analysis. Determining realistic
failure modes in reinforced slabs subjected to impact loading is a sophisticated process that
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needs an individual investigation. Every assessment in this current project is on the basis of
proven theories available. A combination of failure modes in each nominated slab might
take place in real circumstances rather than in a specific failure mode. Nevertheless, there
is a huge gap in determining the failure mode of a reinforced concrete slab subjected to
impact loading that needs further experimental, analytical, and numerical study.

2.5

A review of previous numerical investigations of impact loading

In this part of the investigation some previous papers related to the numerical modelling of
reinforced concrete structures subjected to high, low, and explosive velocity impact loading
are addressed. The main reason for classifying previous work is to obtain better
understanding their numerical processes and have a critical investigation in order to
determine any significant factors or parameters which might otherwise be ignored.

Miyamoto et al. (1991) used Dracker-Prager to model concrete when they researched the
analytical and numerical failure modes of reinforced concrete slabs subjected to impulse
loads. They could examine the rate of dynamic load, the maximum deflection in the centre,
and the impulse load – mid-span deflection curves from zero to ultimate load, the
propagation of cracks through the cross section, and the pattern at failure .They determined
the numerical failure mode as well as the load rating in failure mode and the distribution of
cracking. While they carried out a comprehensive study in this field they could not
simulate steel reinforcement under impact loading, the density of cracking in the critical
region, and complete failure process from crushing in the compression zone to cracking in
the tensile region. Shirai et al. (1997) used DYNA-3D to simulate a double-layered
16

reinforced slab subjected to impact loading, and modelled non-liner behaviour that included
initial crack, compressive yielding, and crack closing. They also developed a doublelayered reinforced slab by using the composite layer technique in finite element analysis.
Although they could get an acceptable result compared to their experimental analysis,
simulating the failure of concrete was not as close as real conditions, as it depended on a
simulation of failure from impact loading. They could only determine the responsive
parameters of the slab as close as possible to the experimental observations. Agardh and
Laine (1999) used the commercial finite-element package LS-DYNA to numerically
determine the effectiveness of perforating reinforced concrete slabs with high-velocity
fragments. They also utilised material model type 78, soil/concrete to model the behaviour
of concrete because it uses confined pressure to simulate the same reactions in concrete and
soil (Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.6 Simulated slab responses (Agardh and Laine 1999)

Although they could prove that material model type soil/concrete can simulate failure from
impact and impulse loading, the bond between concrete and steel was unrealistic.
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Furthermore they used a solid cylinder element to model steel reinforcement but this cannot
simulate reinforcement subjected to impact load as well as a beam element for the sake of
degree of freedom in establishment of global stiffness matrix from steel and concrete.
Krauthammer and Oh (2001) compared the capability of different finite element codes for
simulation purposes. They numerically investigated steel and reinforced concrete beams
subjected to impact loads and developed several models. They found that mesh distortion
could occur if the number of elements were increased. It was a major problem that they
could not examine very fine mesh and obtain proper results. Zineddin (2002) studied the
reaction of reinforced slabs subjected to impact loading both numerically and
experimentally. He developed differently designed slabs under impact loads and validated
the results experimentally. The Drucker-Prager model of concrete was used for this
simulation (refer to Figure 2.7).

Figure 2.7 Deformed shape of concrete (Zineddin 2002)
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Zineddin (2002) obtained a good result from the parameters of the slab as well as
simulation of the failure mode, however, the interaction between the steel reinforcement
and concrete was poor because a discrete reinforcement technique was used. Further, the
propagation and distribution of cracking in the tensile zone from impact loading was not
investigated, and the possibility of mesh convergence leading to a more realistic result was
ignored. Teng et al. (2004) numerically examined the same tendency to evaluate the
usefulness of containment structures withstanding impact loads from normal and oblique
projectiles. They developed the two-dimensional finite element model DYNA-2D, to
simulate their assumptions and also utilised an erosion algorithm material model to
determine fracture failure. They could usefully assess the influence of containment
structures to protect a structure. Whereas, they were unable to establish numerically contact
region for the sake of mesh adapting between two struck elements. Besides, modelling of
steel reinforcement as well as failure process was not modelled appropriately because of
using smeared technique to model steel reinforcement. Leppanen (2004) used AUTODYN
to numerically and experimentally examine local and global damage which might occur
from the impact of fragments on a thick concrete block. The material modelling in his
numerical analysis consisted of three yield surfaces, pressure hardening, strain hardening,
and strain rate hardening which was dependent upon third-invariant dependence for
compressive and tensile meridians, and a damage model for strain softening. While
Leppanen realistically simulated the propagation of cracking in the critical zone, better
results could have obtained by considering the direction of meshing and the trajectory of
the cracks in the critical region (refer to Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.8 Comparison of experiments and contour damage plots (Leppanen 2004)

Leppanen (2004) observes that damage from a blast wave and fragments is localised at the
surface of the impact zone. This observation helps to predict how cracks will propagate in
the tensile zone. However, the distribution of cracking around the support region was not
comparable to the experimental results because of ignoring suitable subdivision around the
supports. Huang et al. (2005) used the LS-DYNA code to numerically simulate the
perforation of concrete targets subjected to dynamic transient loading and modelled
concrete behaviour by modifying Taylor-Kuszmaul-Continuum damage which was then
abbreviated to TKC. TKC concrete modelling is available in the LS-DYNA material
library and is close to the behaviour of Concrete Damage Plasticity or Brittle Cracking in
ABAQUS. Figure 2.9 presents the developed model by Huang et al. (2005).
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Figure 2.9 Finite element model for reinforced concrete slab (Huang et al.2005)

They also reported that the TKC model can simulate concrete during dynamic fracture and
steel reinforcement can perform a fully reinforced function in a concrete slab subjected to
an impact load. Whereas, the solid cylinder element used to simulate the steel is expensive,
time consuming it is unable to simulate process of failure in steel reinforcement.

Wang et al. (2006) confirmed the same tendency after numerically analysing the
penetration of concrete slabs with the commercial finite element code LS-DYNA, and by
using the erosion algorithm to model concrete under a transient dynamic load (Figure 2.10).
The authors were able to prove whether this kind of numerical tool is able to examine
crushing and cracking in concrete as close as possible to real conditions. A modified TKC
can model brittle tensile fracture and plastic compressive damage. However, the failure
mode was just modelled by respecting to the behaviour of concrete rather than composite
action. Indeed, the interaction between concrete and steel was not modelled properly from
impact loading. Meanwhile, in their numerical calculation, steel reinforcement did not play
a significant role.
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Figure 2.10 Finite element grids for simulation (Wang et al. 2006)

Luccioni and Luege (2006) demonstrated an understanding of the reaction of concrete
pavements under blast loads. They discovered that there is a special relationship between
the diameter of the crater and the explosive charge. The main aim of their finite element
analysis was to validate the reliability of virtual analysis by comparing it with previous
experimental observations. They also used Explicit codes such as ABAQUS/Explicit,
AUTODYNA- 2D, and 3D, in their theoretical analysis. In addition, C3D8R tridimensional solid elements which were arranged in five layers of equal height while the
steel reinforcement was modelled by adding two layers of steel (Rebar) situated between
the first and the second layer in both directions (Figure 2.11).

Figure 2.11 Finite element meshes (Luccioni and Luege 2006)
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Luccioni and Luege (2006) used elasto-plastic behaviour for the strain rates of steel
reinforcement, and Drucker-Prager as pre-defined material to observe the reaction of
concrete in the ABAQUS/Explicit commercial finite element code. It was found that the
erosion model for concrete should be considered with the damage and failure criteria in
order to achieve realistic results, because there is a different response in compression and
tension. Although they could simulate the bond action between steel and concrete, the
simulation of failure from impulsive load was not modelled as close as experimental
analysis in their both numerical calculations due to the modelling behaviour of concrete
from strain and loading rate.

Tai and Tang (2006) developed a numerical model of previous experimental results carried
out by Hanchak et al. (1992). They utilised the Johnson-Holmquist brittle cracking failure
model which is available in the LS-DYNA material library. It was reported that this is able
to simulate all failure processes, including cracking and crushing under pressure, and a high
strain rate (refer to Figure 2.12).

Figure 2.12 Failure at different impact velocities (Tai and Tang 2006)
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Further, other response parameters such as the amount of energy absorbed and the contact
forces at different impact velocities were also addressed. Although they could achieve an
acceptable simulation in comparison with the experimental analysis, they used a smeared
technique to model steel reinforcement, rendering simulation it was unrealistic which
ignored the behaviour of steel reinforcement.

2.6

Need for research

The versatility of reinforced concrete slabs as a building element demands increased
research into improving the practical techniques for designing concrete structures that may
run into abnormal loading.

This area of study is new, with only a limited number of researchers having numerically
investigated and assessed failure, and modelled reinforced concrete structures under impact
loads. Numerical analysis is generally sophisticated and therefore needs experience and
access to well-equipped facilities. A controversial area in this discussion is numerically
modelling the behaviour of concrete and a composite action in reinforced concrete
structures. While the majority of researchers carried out some numerical simulation, they
have not modelled and compared concrete subject to impact loading. Different models can
be used for purposes such as failure, distribution of stress, and trajectory cracking and
therefore the classification and comparison of different material models is one of the major
gaps in this investigation.
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To realistically simulate the bond between steel reinforcement and concrete is an individual
issue. A reinforced concrete slab is a composite structure and modelling its behaviour in
nature is difficult, both individually and when it comes to different types of embedded steel
reinforcement. This subject is an important matter which needs to be addressed
comprehensively. On the other hand, mesh convergence in reinforced concrete structures is
a significant matter. Most experts in finite element analysis did not determine the optimised
mesh which should be generated to obtain better results, while other researches run into
mesh distortion or the usual errors. In this research Hourglass and mesh distortion control
are used to examine the influence of fine mesh and obtain resealable results.

To conclude, Table 2.1 presents a summary of some previous and current numerical
simulation of concrete structures under impact loading. This Table is an important reason
for undertaking the current investigation and filling the gap in the research identified
earlier. As stated, this area of research has seldom been addressed because simulating
failure in concrete as well as modelling steel reinforcement is a crucial task which needs an
individual experience in finite element analysis. Furthermore, establishing a proper bond
action between steel and concrete under impact loading, optimised mesh generation, and
propagation of cracking are significant issues in this study.
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Table 2.1 Summery of the previous numerical investigation

Case study

Achievements

Limitations

Miyamoto et al (1991)

Determining the numerical response
parameters and failure mode.

Shirai et al (1997)

An examination of critical numerical
parameters.

Agardh and Lain (1999)
Krauthammer and Oh (2001)
Zineddin (2002)

Teng et al ( 2004)
Leppanen (2005)
Huang et al (2005)
Lucciani and Luege (2006)
Tai and Tang (2006)
Wang et al (2006)

To gain an agreement between the
simulated response parameters of a slab.

2-D finite element cannot simulate steel
reinforcement and propagation of cracking
in the critical region.
Simulation of failure and using composite
layer reinforcement to model steel
reinforcement.
Established a poor action and failure
similar to behaviour of soil.

To examine the capability of simulation in
different codes.

Mesh distortion and simulation by using
coarse mesh.

To obtain the maximum value between the
important experimental and numerical
parameters.

An assessment of mesh convergence was
ignored. Investigation of distribution of
cracking not considered. The process of
failure not modelled perfectly.
Inter-action between steel and concrete
and lack of determining crucial response
parameters.
Distribution of cracking around supports.
Determination of the mode of failure.

Simulation of perforation in concrete
targets and using TKC model of damage
to concrete.
To numerically prove the localisation of
the impact of fragments & simulation of
cracking.
To examine the effectiveness of TKC to
model damage to concrete
Extent of failure using Drucker-Prager
modelling and proper modelling of steel
reinforcement.
Modelling failure, cracking, and crushing
under high pressure.
A modified TKC is capable of modelling
brittle tensile and plastic compressive
damage.
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To establish proper inter-action between
steel reinforcement and concrete.
Assessment of damage in compression
and tension zone from impact load.
Smear technique was used to model steel
reinforcement, so not realistic.
Steel reinforcement was not modelled
accurately. Finite element was modelled
by two dimensional modelling.

Chapter 3
3

3.1

Material properties

Introduction

The introduction of material properties in high strain rates is a most significant
concept that needs deep observation, particularly when related to a proper definition
of its behaviour. This chapter will specifically review the individual behaviour of
concrete and steel as they relate to the strain and loading rates.

The significant issues in this chapter are identified by an explanation of some
fundamental concepts regarding modelling the behaviour of material. The first
concept is the behaviour of concrete under compression and tension and the second is
modelling concrete as either an elasticity or plasticity based model.

Accordingly, the effectiveness of the strain rate from an impulse load on a reinforced
concrete structure, including bonding, will be considered. However, an accurate and
sound understanding of modelling can help bridge the gap between research and
practice. As a result, simulating the cracking and post-cracking behaviour of concrete,
which is undoubtedly the most crucial non-linear analysis, depends on obtaining
reliable data.

3.2

Uni-axial Compression

A standard 300 mm high by 150 mm diameter cylinder can be considered as a typical
uni-axial compression stress-strain test. Another significant factor is related to the
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response of concrete which might be considered as linear-elastic up to 30 - 40 % of
the peak stress. After this point the non-linear behaviour of concrete will commence
and continue until it reaches peak stress. As the stress increases further, micro cracks
will be distributed across the surface when the compressive strength is between 70 90 %. This results in the formation of a continuous pattern of cracks while the
compressive stress will simultaneously maximise. According to Warner et al. (1998)
the strength of the concrete can be considered by comparing it to a different slope
(refer to Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1 Stress-strain relations for concrete in compression (Warner et al. 1998)

3.3

Behaviour of concrete in tension

A comprehensive understanding of the behaviour of concrete in the tension zone is
essential where the flexural and shear behaviour may play a significant role. The
main advantage of better understanding tension is to realistically define the input data
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in finite element analysis. The relationship between stress-strain and tensile strength
might be determined by three main methods, as follows:
•

A direct tension test

•

A cylinder split test, and

•

A flexural (modulus of rupture) test.

Philips and Binshing (1993) observing the behaviour of concrete in the tensile zone
which describes the full non-linear behaviour of concrete in tension. Figure 3.2
presents the whole fracture process of concrete which can be divided into four stages,
the linear (stage I), non-linear strain-stiffening up to maximum point of stress (stage
II), a rapid strain-softening curve (stage III) which can be followed by slow strainsoftening up to the rupture point( stage IV).

σ

f

t

I

II

III

IV
Deformation

Figure 3.2 Fracture process of concrete (Philips and Binshing 1993).

Another important discussion concerns the relationship between the tensile and
compressive strength of concrete. According to Clause 6.1.1.3 of AS3600 (1998), an
approximate expression for the characteristic principal tensile strength at 28 days is
considered by
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f ct ′ = 0.4 f c ′

(3.1)

Where:
f ct ′ (Mpa) : Tensile strength of concrete,
f c ′ (Mpa) : Compressive strength of concrete.

where both strengths are in MPa. In this area of study different researchers suggested
different approaches to the relationship between tensile and compressive strength, but
any observations about this subject are outside the scope of this current study.

3.4

Constitutive modelling of concrete

Reinforced concrete is well known for its non-linear behaviour which originates from
the non-linear stress-strain relationship of plain concrete. An important survey and
observation was carried out by Thabet and Haldene (2000) about the behaviour of
concrete as a material under load up to the point of failure. They believed that
concrete can be classified as follows:

•

Linear elastic

•

Non-linear plastic

•

Post-peak stress (softening region).

Figure 3.3 shows the elastic-plastic fracture model which proposed by them to
develop a model of the relationship between stress and strain.
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Figure 3.3 Uni-axial idealisation of the concrete model (Thabet and Haldene 2000)

One of the important matters about the mode of failure in concrete subjected to an
impact load was developed by Thabet and Haldene (2000). They described three
modes of failure in concrete structures, cracking, crushing, and a combination of
cracking and crushing.

Mohammad-Hussein and Shao (2007) suggested two main stages that to describe the
failure mode in concrete, they also considered two inelastic stages that include plastic
deformation and crack induced damage.

Furthermore, they indicated that this process is strongly dependent on the amount of
confining pressure. In reality, there is a transition from brittle to ductile behaviour as
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confinement increases. Constitutive numerical modelling of concrete is generally subdivided into two main concepts, Elasticity and Plasticity based models, and they will
be explained in the following sub-sections.

3.4.1

Elasticity-based model

According to the ASCE Task Committee (1982) the elasticity-based models based on
the formulation that total stress are a function of the total strain or according to
loading or reloading stress histories. Bazant and Oh (1983) indicated that before
cracking, concrete can be modelled as an isotropic linear elastic material accurately
enough but a secant or an initial stiffness is defined to model unloading in concrete
after cracking. In finite element analysis these are some ways of governing stress
after cracking.

Tension stiffening is one of the more significant methods used to retain some amount
of stress which is not released when cracks occur. Scalon and Murray (1974)
introduced this and suggested that when concrete reaches its ultimate tensile strength,
initial cracks develop but it will still carry some tensile stress perpendicular to them.
This significant parameter can therefore redress the balance of stiffness in the
concrete between the cracks to the stiffness of reinforced composite.

Another crucial factor which should be considered during post-cracking analysis is
the shear retention factor. According to Al-Manaseer and Phillips (1987) the shear
stress parallel to the crack is zero immediately before a crack forms because it is
perpendicular to the principal stress. While there is no shear movement of the crack at
the surface, the shear stress parallel to it remains zero. Nevertheless, providing that
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such a movement occurs, considerable shear stresses can develop due to the surface
roughness of the crack and reinforcement bars across the crack. Thus, in order to
account for the transfer of shear across the cracks in finite element analysis, the shear
retention factor β should be taken into account. The current approach being used to
predict an accurate result in the commercial finite element package is discussed by
Al-Manaseer and Phillips (1987). Figure 3.4 indicate the main approach to the tension
stiffening factor, which was followed by Equation 3.2.

f

′
t

α f
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′
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ε

αε
1

cr

cr

Figure 3.4 Tension stiffening model (Al-Manaseer and Phillips 1987).


ε 

α 2 f ′t  α 1 −
ε cr 

σ=
(α1 − 1)

σ = 0 .0

For

ε cr ≤ ε ≤ α 1 ε cr

(3.2)

For

ε ≥ α 1 ε cr

(3.3)

Where:
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f t ′ is the tensile strength of concrete,

ε cr is the cracking strain,

ε is the strain normal to the crack directions,
σ is the stress normal to the crack directions,
α 1 , α 2 are the material constant.

In order to determine the parameters α 1 , α 2 , a special experimental observation should
be handled. Scientifically speaking, the parameters α1 and α 2 are usually
complicated to select in practice because of the lack of experimental data for
calibrating them. The reason that the shear retention factor should be taken into
account is the formation of a crack.

Indeed, Al-Manaseer and Phillips (1987) indicated that immediately before a crack
forms the shear stress parallel to it is zero because it is perpendicular to the principal
stress. While there is no shear movement of the crack surface, the shear stress parallel
to it remains zero.

On the other hand, provided that such a situation occurs, substantial shear stresses can
develop because of the surface roughness of the crack and reinforcement bars across
the crack. Therefore the surface roughness of the crack causes shear transfer by
aggregate interlock. Consequently, in order to account for the shear transfer across
the cracks in finite element analysis, the shear retention factor β should be taken into
account. Therefore; Figure 3.5 expresses the effectiveness of shear retention factor
model.
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Figure 3.5 Shear retention factor model (Al-Manaseer and Phillips 1987)

The shear retention factor used in this analysis is assumed to be a function of the
direct fictitious strain, ε normal to the crack, which is expressed by:

β=

( β 1 − β 2)
ε
(β 3 − ) + β 2
( β 3 − 1)
ε cr

β = β2

For ε cr ≤ ε ≤ β 3 ε cr

(3.4)

For β 3 ε cr ≤ ε

(3.5)

Where β 1 , β 2 and β 3 are material constants and when β 1 is set equal to β 2 then β 3
represents the constant shear retention factor method. Vechio and Collins (1989)
proposed a concrete compression softening model. Accordingly, the peak
compressive stress for cracked concrete under compression-tension state of stress
decreases by increasing the principal tensile strain. In fact, Vecchio and Collins
(1989) introduced a strength reduction factor β Re duc , which is formulated as the ratio
of the reduced peak compressive stress and the concrete compressive strength. It is
expressed by:
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β Re duc =

1
ε
0.85 − 0.27 1
ε2

(3.6)

≤1

Where ε 1 and ε 2 are the major and minor principal strains. The second type of
elasticity-based model is according to an incremental stress-strain constitutive
relationship suggested by Truesdel (1955). In this approach the stress and strain are
formulated by the tangential stiffness of the material. Thus the incremental
constitutive relationship can be indicated in the principal direction of orthotropic as

(3.7)

d σ 12 = D12 d ε 12

Where d σ 12 and d ε 12 are the incremental stress and strain tensors respectively.
And, D12 is the tangent stiffness matrix given by

E1

1
ν E2
D12 =
1 −ν 2
0

ν E1
E2

0

0
0

(3.8)

1
( E1 + E 2 − 2ν E1 E 2
4

Where ν is an equivalent Poisson’s ratio. E1 and E 2 are the tangent modulus obtained
from uniaxial stress-strain curves.

3.4.2

Plasticity-based models

Plasticity theory was developed to consider the behaviour of ductile materials such as
metals. According to Chen (1992) the establishment of a standard plasticity model
includes three essential conditions such as a yield surface, a hardening rule, and a
flow rule. The evolution of loading surfaces after yield is controlled by the hardening
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rule. When it comes to governing plastic deformation, the plastic evolution rate is
managed by the flow rule (Chong, 2004).

Furthermore, Bazant and Oh (1983) indicated that the plasticity model is
amalgamated by the energy approach based on the crack bond theory for loading in
both tension and compression. According to Chen (1992), Rankin (1876) was one of
the pioneers who studied the failure criteria in concrete surface. In the supposed study
the maximum tensile stress criterion was considered the main criterion. On the basis
of this observation, tensile stress occurs as long as the maximum principal stress at a
point inside the concrete reaches its uni-axial tensile strength. Chen (1992) also
indicated another failure criterion which is articulated by Mohr-Columb (1900).
Meanwhile,

τ = c − σ tan ϕ

(3.9)

Where the limit shear stress τ in a plane is dependent on the normal stress in the
same plane at a point, c is the cohesion and ϕ is the internal friction angle of the
material. An inclination to develop Mohr-Columb criterion was considered by
Drucker and Prager (1959). Accordingly, they suggested a failure criterion to evaluate
the shortcomings of Mohr-Columb’s criterion. Therefore,

f ( I , J 2) = α I 1 + J 2 − k

(3.10)
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Where I 1 is the first invariant of the stress tensor, α and k are positive constants at
each point of the material. It should be considered that the Drucker-Prager criterion is
an approximation of an adaptive estimation of the Mohr-Columb surface to simple
modification of the Von-Mises yield criterion.

3.5

Concrete modelling

At this stage a brief explanation of the concrete model used in the current finite
element analysis will be given on the basis of the elastic or plastic based model
discussed above.

Initially, the principal concept of Concrete Damage Plasticity

(Brittle-Cracking) based on the elasticity based model will be addressed and then the
major issues of the Drucker-Prager or Cap/Plasticity model will be considered.

3.5.1

Concrete Damage Plasticity

This model was constructed on the basis of tensile cracking and compressive
crushing, the two main failure mechanisms of concrete. Evolution of the failure of the
yield surfaces in concrete are controlled by two hardening variables which cause
failure under tension and compression loading. Post-failure behaviour for direct
straining is modelled by tension stiffening which enables strain-softening behaviour
of cracked concrete to be defined. Tension stiffening can be specified by means of a
post-failure stress-strain relationship or by applying a fracture energy cracking
criterion.
3.5.2

Post-failure stress-strain criterion

According to the ABAQUS/Explicit users manual (2003), the specification of postfailure behaviour in reinforced concrete generally means giving post-failure stress as
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a function of cracking strain. Cracking strain is defined as the total strain minus the
elastic strain that corresponds to the undamaged material strain, which is
ε tck = ε t − ε 0Elt

(3.11)

σ
σ

t

t0

ε

ck
t

ε

El

ε

0t

t

Figure 3.6 The definition of the cracking strain in tension (ABAQUS, 2003)

Where:
ε ck
t = is the cracking strain,
ε t = is the total strain,
ε 0Elt = Undamaged material strain

Figure 3.6 gives a definition of the cracking strain
stiffening data.
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ε

ck
t

used to define tension

3.5.3

Fracture energy cracking criterion

When there is no reinforcement in significant regions of the model, the fracture
energy concept which was developed on the basis of Hillerborg et al. (1976) remains
adequate to allow the concrete to be used for many practical purposes. The fracture
energy G f can be specified directly as a property of the material. In the current study
this model was not taken into account because different types of steel reinforcement
were used.

3.5.4

The main concept of modelling Drucker-Prager and Cap/ Plasticity

Drucker-Prager and Cap/Plasticity modelling were developed by the same concept
but there is a slight difference in their development which will be discussed below
explaining the common views. Both cases were extracted from a plasticity based
model. As stated above, a yield surface, a hardening rule, and a flow rule were the
three essential components used to develop this concept. The linear Drucker-Prager
criterion.

F = t − ptgβ − d

(3.12)

Where:
F = is the limit shear stress,

1
p = traceσ Hydrostatic pressure
3

t = 1 2 q[1 +

(3.13)

1
1 r
− (1 − )( ) 3 ]
k
k q

(3.14)
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q=

1
2

σ′

(3.15)

Shear stress

−

σ ′ = Deviatoric stress
−

β = is the slope of the linear yield surface in the p-t stress plane and is commonly

referred to as the friction angle of the material (refer to Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.7 The linear yield surface in the stress plane (ABAQUS users’ manual, 2003)

d = is the cohesion of the material

The cohesion d , of the material is related to the input data which is defined by:
d = (1 − 1 3 tgβ ) σ c hardening is defined by the uni-axial compression.

(3.16)

1
d = ( + 1 3 tgβ ) σ t hardening is defined by the uni-axial tension.
k

(3.17)

k = Ratio of the yield stress in tri-axial tension to compression observation.

Park et al. (2001) considered that the deviatoric stress accounted for a different
response under tension and compression through the parameter k , which changes
within the range of 0.788 ≤ k ≤ 1 in order to ensure the convexity of the yield surface.
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Consequently, when the measure of k=1, the real behaviour of Drucker-Prager can
cover it. Figure 3.8 indicates the range of changing k by regarding the major
principals.

Figure 3.8 The deviatoric plane in Drucker-Prager model (Park et al. 2001)

3.6

The effect of strain rate on concrete

An important review of the effectiveness of strain rates of concrete in compression
was given by Soroushian et al. (1986). They believed that the strain rate in concrete
increases its compressive strength when a sample is either wet or dry, and mentioned
that with dry concrete:

f cd
f cs

•

•

= 1.48 + 0.206 log ε + 0.0221(log ε ) 2 .

(3.18)

But when the concrete is wet it can be expressed by:

f cd
f cs

•

•

= 2.54 + 0.580 log ε + 0.0543(log ε ) 2

(3.19)

,
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Where f cd is the dynamic compressive strength of concrete and f cs is the static
compressive strength. Also, Ammann and Nussbaumer (1995) described that the
effect of strain rates on compressive strength can be expressed by:

•

f dyn f stat = (ε ε&0)1.026α

With α =

•

1
5 + 3 f cm 4

for ε ≤ 30 s −1

,

(3.20)

Where:
⋅

ε = is the rate of strain,
2
f cm = is the mean static cube strength of concrete ( N mm ) .

Tensile failure is always a discrete phenomenon compared to compressive failure
because generally speaking, one crack usually occurs which divides a specimen into
two parts which then separate and unload as the crack widens. Energy consumption
occurs in the cracking zone. Ross et al. (1989) suggested an equation to evaluate
Dynamic Enhancement Factor (DEF) from strain rates for concrete in tension.

DEF =

f dyna
f static

= exp{0.0164[7 + log(

∂ε 2.089
)]
}
∂t

(3.21)

∂ε
= is the rate of strain.
∂t

The effect of the strain rates on concrete under tension was reported by Lu and Xu
(2004). It was observed that at a strain rate of 10 s−1 , the dynamic tensile strength of
concrete increases by 3-4 times that of the static tensile strength and the strain rate by
100 s−1 . Furthermore the dynamic tensile strength will be around 7 times that when
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compared to a static condition. Figure 3.9 indicates the main difference due to the
strain rates.

Figure 3.9 Predicted stress-strain curves for concrete under tension (Lu and Xu, 2004)

Lu and Xu (2004) also mentioned that the formulation is similar to compressive
strength except for the value of the coefficient and therefore it can be expressed by:

•

f dyn f stat = (ε ε&0)1.101δ

3.7

With δ =

•

1
10 + f cm 2

for ε ≤ 30 s −1

(3.22)

Behaviour of steel reinforcement

According to the Australian and New Zealand standard AS/NZS 4671 (2001), two
types of steel reinforcement are identified on the basis of the relationship between
stress-strain. Figure 3.10 shows both cases of tensile stress-strain which are
characterised by an initial linear elastic stress-strain.

The Figure 3.10.a demonstrates that the relationship between stress and strain is
formulated linearly up to the yield stress ( f sy )

which is followed by a strain

hardening range and then the steel fails completely ( f su ). The Figure 3.10.b is high44

carbon steel which also gives a linear elastic response at initial loading but then the
stress-strain relationship shifts smoothly from linear elastic to strain hardening.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.10 Stress-strain for steel reinforcement (AS 4671, 2001)
(a) Low- carbon steel (b) High-carbon steel

3.8

Interaction between concrete and steel reinforcement

Saleh (1997) cited that concrete and steel reinforcement were considered as two
separate contributors to the overall stiffness and strength of structures by using the
principle of superposition.

These two materials behave differently in nature. For instance Young’s modulus of
steel is higher than concrete even though the mechanical behaviour of steel is
symmetrical in tension and compression whereas concrete is higher in compressive
strength than in tension. This incompatibility between them leads to bond failure and
sliding of reinforcement bars, local deformation, and cracking. Also, the transfer of
forces across the interface by the bond between concrete and reinforcement is an
essential aspect of the composite behaviour of reinforced concrete. Figure 3.11
presents the effects of this interaction which was investigated by Bergan and Holand
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(1979). In case (a) of Figure 3.11 the concrete is restrained and the steel bar is pulled
so it could slide, and in case (b) where both the concrete and reinforcement are
subjected to tension, a tension crack will form in the concrete. In case (c) a major
shear deformation might develop after tension cracking has occurred whilst case (d)
explained the possibility of spalling and splitting occurring due to extreme states of
compression which can buckle the steel bars.

Figure 3.11 Interaction between concrete and reinforcement (Bergan and Holand 1979)

3.9

The effect of strain rate on steel

Some useful information about how the strain rate affects the yield strength of steel
was given by Soroushian and Choi (1986). They used the following expressions for
the dynamic to static ratios of the upper and lower yield and ultimate stresses of steel
considered as strain-hardening initiation and ultimate strains:
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DEF =

DEF =

f y (dynamic)
f y ( static)
f u (dynamic )
f u ( static )

= (−0.451 f y + 1.46) + (−9.2 × 10−7 f y + 0.0927) log(

∂ε
),
∂t

= (−7.71 × 10−7 f y + 1.15) + ( −2.44 × 10− 7 f y + 0.04996) log(

(3.23)
∂ε
) (3.24)
∂t

Where:
DEF= Dynamic Enhancement Factor,
fy=

Yield strength of steel,

fu=

Ultimate strength of steel,

∂ε
=
∂t

The rate of strain.

Also, Soroushian and Choi (1986) indicated that the steel modulus of elasticity will
not be significantly be influenced by the rate of straining.

3.10 Summary and conclusion

This chapter discussed behaviour of the primary material, reviewed the type of
concrete modelling used for the current simulation, and defined the different
concepts. This topic needs to be studied individually as a notable research topic
because it is far too large for this study, which is in keeping with the proposed aim.
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Chapter 4
4
4.1

Numerical modelling of reinforced concrete slabs

Introduction

The finite element method is one of the techniques used for numerical solutions in
the field of ordinary differential equations. Huebner (1984) notes that performance
of each finite element procedure can be summarised by:

•

Sub-divide the model: the first step is to sub-divide the model into

tiny elements, in this case a variety of shapes such as triangular or
rectangular.

•

Select interpolation function: the next step is to assign nodes to each

element and then choose the type of interpolation function required to
vary them. This variable can be a vector or higher-order of tensor.

•

Find the element properties: After creating the model, the matrix

equation which covers all the material properties can be presented.

•

Assemble the element properties to obtain a system of equations:

At this stage the matrix attributed to every element will be assembled
to achieve a global matrix in the system.

•

Solve the system of equations: In this case, on the basis of method of

the solution (Linear-algebra), the system of the equation will be solved
simultaneously.
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This chapter presents a description of the process of the finite element method in
the present study to predict the critical characteristics and failure mode of
differently designed concrete slabs.

A detailed description of the different types of elements used to develop the
model, as well as the techniques and tools to establish the boundary conditions
and impact will be addressed. Finally, since this kind of finite element analysis
will cover non-linear dynamic analysis, issues regarding the events simulated,
such as step and run time, are also discussed.

4.2

ABAQUS/Explicit

Finite element simulations were completed utilising the commercial Finite
Element code ABAQUS/Explicit, as the current sophisticated simulations were
concerned with short duration and transient dynamic loading.

The Explicit code was chosen to numerically examine the behaviour of reinforced
concrete structure. Also, an important feature of this research is associated with
the individual constitutive and failure mode of material when modelling. To
predict the behaviour of concrete under impact loading when the emphasis is on
the loading or strain rates requires adequate attention to obtain realistic results,
which is why the different types and concepts of material modelling available in
the ABAQUS/Explicit library will be examined.
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4.3

Numerical model preparation

On the basis of the central objectives of this research, three dimensional Finite
Element models of reinforced concrete slabs were developed, and the various
items concerned with modelling will be addressed as follows.
Type of elements

•

The mechanical behaviour of material

•

Assign Sections

•

Defining proper step

•

Connection between elements

•

Specify boundary and initial conditions

•

Subdivide the Sections

•

Assign the job

•

Evaluate the results

4.3.1

•

Selection of Element Type

The numerical simulation of a reinforced concrete structure requires an accurate
model of the structural elements and its constituent members acting as a
composite made up of concrete and steel. A sketch of each section should be
created separately with ABAQUS/Explicit which can then be extruded in any
direction; this is why a 3D solid element in “modelling space” using a deformable
type for beam and slab sections was created. In order to develop concrete slabs, 8node solid elements with one point integration were utilised initially (Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4-1 Eight node continuum elements (ABAQUS, users’ manual 2003)

Figure 4.2 shows a three-dimensional view of the model which was used to
develop the concrete slab. According to the ABAQUS/Explicit users’ manual,
Version 6.3, the eight-node continuum elements (C3D8R) are formulated based
on a Lagrangian description of behaviour where the element deforms with the
material deformation.

Figure 4-2 Developed solid element
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This is a first order element where the displacements at the nodes are calculated
simultaneously and the linear interpolation can be used to find displacements at
any other point within the element. A first order element was used in this study to
better simulate the interaction between the contacts.

When modelling flexural and shear steel reinforcement however, including lacing
reinforcement, they were modelled by two-node beam elements connected to the
nodes of adjacent solid elements. In this case a two node beam element with a six
translational and six rotational degree of freedom was taken into account.
Furthermore, a reference node was specified for each beam element in order to
determine the initial orientation of the cross-section (refer to Figure 4.3).

Figure 4-3 Two-node beam elements (ABAQUS users’ manual, 2003)

On the basis of the sections available in the ABAQUS commercial package
library, any kind of element can be assigned by regarding their shape and
dimensions. Figure 4.4 indicates the sections chosen to develop flexural or shear
reinforcement.
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Figure 4-4 Chosen sections to model flexural reinforcement

The vertical shear reinforcement was located between the top and bottom of the
main reinforcement and there is no shear reinforcement at the edges (Figure 4.5).

Centre of slab

Figure 4-5 Vertical shear reinforcement (one quarter)

This is an important process that depends on the modelling of lacing
reinforcement because of the inclination geometry. A lacing reinforcement that is
as close to the angle of inclination in real conditions as possible, should be
developed (Figure 4.6).
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Centre of slab

Figure 4-6 Lacing reinforcement (one quarter).

After developing the structural elements the test set-up and frame will be
addressed. The impact hammer should be developed as a rigid element initially
although, in order to take advantage of the symmetrical geometry in the tested
slabs and drop hammers, a quarter of the elements were developed (Figure 4.7).
After this some individual simulations such as the propagation of cracking in the
tensile zone was carried out by developing a full size model (Figure 4.8).

Figure 4-7 Model of impact drop hammer (one quarter).
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Figure 4-8 Model of drop hammer (Full model)

Another significant issue is associated with modelling the section supports
because in order to get acceptable results from this part of the numerical
investigation, developing realistic structural supports is essential. Moreover, rigid
elements are by-passed elements that can give rise to decreasing the
computational size. The quarter developed and completed models of the support
structures are illustrated in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4-9 Model of the steel supporting frame.
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4.3.2

Defining the material properties

Material properties can play an essential role when undertaking any kind of nonlinear finite element analysis. A controversial discussion in this part of the study is
related to modelling the post cracking behaviour of concrete. Therefore, different
types of material behaviour have been addressed to enhance our understanding of
visco-elastic, visco-plastic and post-cracking in reinforced concrete structures
subjected to impact loading. Access to certain data such as the triaxial test results
for concrete, tensile test and uni-axial damage factors was not undertaken due to
resources factors. Consequently, the relevant data regarding the behaviour of
normal concrete was extracted from ABAQUS/Explicit users’ manual. However,
in order to obtain realistic simulations, some individual experimental tests of
concrete should be taken into account. Figure 4.10 presents icons which were used
to define Drucker-Prager modelling of material behaviour in concrete while Table
4.1 indicates details of the factors used in this analysis. As stated above, these data
was on the basis of the normal compression strength concrete. By considering
limited number of stress points in concrete, ABAQUS is able to interpolate the
suitable curve between points. This is a main advantage of ABAQUS code in
comparison with other commercial finite element codes such as ANSYS or LSDYNA.

Table 4.1 Defined Drucker-Prager parameters

Angle of friction

Flow stress ratio

Dilation angle

300

1

200
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Figure 4-10 The details of the utilised Drucker-Prager concrete model

The Flow Stress ratio is the ratio between the stresses in triaxial tension to the
flow stress in triaxial compression. Also, in the hyporbolican plastic potential
function at high confiding pressure from triaxial test, the angle of dilation is the
slope. In this study the default value was considered. Another approach to
material modelling of ductile behaviour is Cap/Plasticity. In fact Drucker-Prager
and Cap/Plasticity modelling were developed using the same concept but they
have further options such as defining the yield surface parameters, and the
advantage of cap yield which may lead to better results from high velocity impact
loading. Figure 4.11 presents options for defining CAP/ PLASTICITY
modelling.
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Figure 4-11 Icon to define Cap/Plasticity

Table 4.2 lists the input parameters which were defined for this constitutive
concrete

model.

These

material

properties

were

obtained

from

the

ABAQUS/Explicit users’ manual 2007. The shape of the yield surface at any
given loading condition can be determined by the hardening rule. The connection
between the yield surface and the stress-strain relationship is determined by a flow
rule. The evolution of inelastic displacement in the fracture process zone is
defined through the flow rule. The flow rule is defined in equation

d ε p = dk

∂G
∂σ

(4.1)

Where dk ≥ 0 is a scalar hardening parameter which can vary during the straining
process. The gradient of the potential surface
plastic strain.
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∂G
defines the direction of the
∂σ

Table 4.2 Cap Plasticity model parameters

Cap
Material

Initial cap

Material

Ratio of
eccentricity

cohesion

surface

friction ( β )

510

effect
(k )

( R)

4705672

Strain rate
flow stress

parameter
(Pa)

yield

angle of

position

0.65

1

1.5

1.1× 10−3

The supposed value of the Cap eccentricity parameter is dependent on the three
principal stresses σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 and three principal logarithmic strains. The proposed
(default) value was suggested by the users’ manual. The minute transition surface
radius parameter (α ) alternates between 0.01 to 0.05 so that the radius on the
yield surface provides a smooth transition between the Cap and the failure
surface. The Cap defines the motion of the subsequent yield surface during plastic
loading. In this study the ratio between the stresses in triaxial tension to the flow
stress in triaxial compression ( k ) is an assumed unit. The significant parameters
in this kind of material property are β , R and k , where β is the angle of friction
R is a parameter which controls the shape of the Cap; and k is a parameter which

is dependent on temperature. The effectiveness of the strain rate from impact
loads was considered as part of the modelling. Whereas concrete damage
plasticity (Brittle-Cracking) modelling is developed on the basis of concrete,
mechanical responses such as tensile cracking and compression, tend to crush.
Figure 4.12 shows an icon used to define “Concrete Damage Plasticity”.
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As indicated above, a definition of this option is sub-divided into two main suboptions which are Concrete compression hardening and Concrete tension
stiffening. Consequently, Figure 4.12 illustrates specified parameters to establish

modelling concrete compression hardening by including the relevant sub-option
which is concrete tension stiffening.

Figure 4-12 Compressive behaviour in concrete damaged plasticity

Figure 4.13 also presents the default parameters which were used to define
concrete tension damage which is concern with suggested value in ABAQUS
users’ manual. An important point to note when modelling this type of material
behaviour is to specify the “strain-rate-dependent-data” in order to combine the
influence of the strain rate and impact loading. Another crucial parameter in this
type of modelling is stiffness recovery. This parameter is associated with the
mechanical response of concrete as it differs from the impulsive load. In
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ABAQUS/Explicit the user can specify the stiffness recovery factors wt and wc .
Where wc is the compressive stiffness recovery factor and wt is the tensile stiffness
recovery which as a default wc = 1 and wt = 0 were applied in this study.

Figure 4-13 Tensile behaviour in concrete damaged plasticity

Furthermore, an elastic-plastic hardening behaviour by respecting to the strain rate
was considered to model steel reinforcement (refer to Figure 4.14). The related
curve from relationship between stress and strain in steel reinforcement was
shifted by respecting to the influence of using Dynamic Enhance Factor (DEF)
which was utilised in this study. Indeed, it is the dynamic to static ratios of the
upper and lower yield and ultimate stresses of steel.
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Figure 4-14 The behaviour of steel reinforcement

4.4

Contact between elements

After assembling the structural and non-structural elements the simulated
elements should be connected to each other. In any type of finite element analysis,
to contact and create a proper interaction between the elements is an essential part.
Thus in the current investigation of finite element analysis, when two solid
elements touch, a contact stress might be transmitted across their common surface
and therefore determining these areas and the stress transmitted is imperative.
Consequently, these connecting surfaces can play an important role in
communicating with their nearest neighbours. When developing drop hammer
impact elements, these simulated elements should seek to reproduce natural
conditions as closely as possible. The fully constrained contact behaviour in
ABAQUS is defined using tie constrains Tie contact technique, where the contact
force is proportional of the degree of penetration, can be used to establish an
appropriate connection between the elements. At this stage, defining the Master
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and Slave surfaces is a significant process when it comes to generating mesh in
the sections because it leads to contact completely adjacent to the nodes on both
surfaces.

Master surface
Slave surface

Figure 4-15 Definition of Master and Slave surfaces

Besides the connections between elements in the support structure and impact
drop hammer, all of the support structures such as steel channels and re-bars were
connected using the Tie contact technique. Figure 4.15 illustrates the interaction
between the channel section and reinforced concrete slab. On the other hand the
support structures should be connected to the concrete slab with regard to the
simply supported condition (refer to Figure 4.16).
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Figure 4-16 The interaction between channel section and reinforced concrete slab

An important issue in this section is defining a suitable inter-action between the
steel reinforcement and concrete slab. Typically, there are three alternative
techniques for creating a bond between the steel reinforcement and solid concrete
element in three dimensional finite element analysis; they are classified as
discrete, embedded and smeared techniques. In the case of discrete element
modelling, steel reinforcement is modelled by using a truss or beam element
which can be connected to the concrete mesh nodes. This leads to establishing
common nodes between the concrete and reinforcement elements. By way of
contrast, to create a bond regardless of establishing a mesh between the elements,
as with the discrete technique, using the embedded technique can improve this
simulated interaction. Equally, another alternative is the nominated smeared
method. This is type of modelling might be used as a composite layer. This
technique is usually applied when modelling details of the reinforcement is
unnecessary. In the current investigation the embedded technique was used to
create a bond between the steel reinforcement and concrete. Figure 4.17
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demonstrates the specific icon used to define the embedded technique in
ABAQUS/Explicit.

Figure 4-17 To define embedded steel reinforcement in concrete slab

Furthermore, determining the contact properties and inter-action is an important
factor in this research. There are two main types of contacts:

•

Kinematic

•

Penalty

The main advantage of using the penalty technique is to provide a realistic
stiffness behaviour into the model that can influence the stable time increments.
Figure 4.18 expresses the related option to define contact property.
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Figure 4-18 To define surface-to-surface contact.

Accordingly, in order to satisfy the constraint and create local behaviour on all the
contact surfaces, Normal contact, while still considering the Hard contact suboption, was chosen in this part of the study (Figure 4.19).

Figure 4-19 Hard contact sub-option
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To establish a proper interaction between flexural and shear reinforcement in
different concrete slabs is a controversial matter in this section. To define the
degree of freedom where the flexural reinforcement and shear reinforcement
intersect can be arranged by using the Couple interaction option in
ABAQUS/Explicit. The technique of couple action is an opportunity to define the
contact between many or all regions of a model with a single interaction. Figures
4.20 and 4.21 provide an illustration of the interaction between flexural and
different types of shear reinforcement.

Figure 4-20 Established interaction between flexural and shear reinforcement

Figure 4-21 Established interaction between flexural and lacing shear reinforcement
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This kind of solution is to simplify the structural shapes, yet it may give the same
performance.
4.5

Defining the steps of this analysis

In order specifying an accurate step analysis is integral to the modelling. In this
research, regardless of undertaking any transient dynamic analysis, calculating the
natural frequency of the tested slab is a separate process. Firstly, a brief
explanation of how to determine the natural frequency step of a reinforced
concrete slab will be given. Accordingly, special attention will be given to
defining the Dynamic Explicit step because it is an important issue in this section.
Figure 4.22 presents the initial steps for starting natural frequency analysis.

Figure 4-22 To determine the step of analysis to obtain natural frequency
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In ABAQUS 6.7-1 there are a number of techniques for extracting natural
frequency in the system, they are numerical methods for solving partial
differential equations or ordinary differential equations. The common method
used in ABAQUS/CAE is iterative, inverse iteration, sub-space iteration, and
Lanczos techniques. In ABAQUS the eigensolvers are available for real
eigenvalue extraction problems as follows:

•

AMS (Automatic Multi-level Substructures) eigensolver

•

Lanczos eigensolver

•

Sub-space iteration eigensolver.

In the work, Lanczos eigensolver was used because it is generally faster than Subspace iteration. Figure 4.23 provides the options for defining the relevant step.

Figure 4-23 Details of the step in determining natural frequency

The number of 50 eigenvalues was chosen to have all essential modes of
vibration. Besides, in order to obtain a realistic free vibration simulation, the
acoustic-structural coupling option was used as well. Other options were accepted
on the basis of default values.
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After defining the natural frequency step in ABAQUS, determining the Explicit
step is an essential task. It should be emphasised that any kind of explicit code is
able to facilitate sophisticated analysis. Figure 4.24 illustrates the options for
specifying an Explicit dynamic step procedure. In the current calculation total step
time will be specified, which is generally less than one unit per second.

Figure 4-24 To determine dynamic explicit step

After defining the steps of this analysis, some essential and crucial output
parameters which should be compared with experimental results were defined. So
in this part of the computation some impact response parameters such as
deflection, acceleration, strain and contact force versus time were chosen The
scalar damage model (DAMAGET) with tensile cracking and compressive
crushing modes is a quantity associated with failure of the material (Figure 4. 25).
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Figure 4-25 Definition the requested parameters in output request

4.6

Boundary and initial conditions

The symmetrical approach which has been used to simulate reinforced concrete
slabs considers one quadrant of every full size slab by regarding their symmetrical
condition. Along the panels of symmetry, appropriate boundary conditions were
applied to the developed model in both directions. Figure 4.26 demonstrates the
appropriate boundary condition used in this study.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4-26 (a) Symmetrical boundary condition in X direction
(b) Symmetrical boundary condition in Y direction.

Alternatively, to simulate the motion of the hammer (drop weight), each of the
nodes are given an initial velocity (4.43 m/s) in a direction perpendicular to the
slabs. Figure 4.27 illustrates the icon which can be defined as an initial velocity
where:

v = 2 × g × h = 2 × 9.81 × 1 = 19.62 = 4.43m / s
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(4.2)

Figure 4-27 Predefined initial velocities

4.7

Meshing process

In ABAQUS the capabilities of meshing in any model is classified into three main
categories, the function for assigning mesh attribution, the function for mesh
generation, and the function for mesh verification.

There are also a number of techniques to subdivide any type of elements into tiny
mesh elements; however the free meshing technique is the most flexible. The first
step is to determine the number of seeds per edge, and by using this option the
feasibility of distributing seeds uniformly along an edge can be seen. Moreover,
because the struck area is notable, it should be attributed to fine meshing as much
as possible, rather than the other regions.
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For instance, Figure 4.28 presents the quality and quantity of seeds per edge in a
reinforced concrete slab, individually, when it comes to meshing the struck
region.

Figure 4-28 A sample of meshing

Another important discussion in this section is to specify the proper element for
mesh generation. There are numerous element types in the ABAQUS/Explicit
library which could be used on the basis of a specific request.

Figure 4.29 addresses the type of element considered in this study to attribute to a
concrete slab. Thus the 3D stress element type was chosen to define the individual
points of this numerical calculation, in conjunction with the reduced integration.
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Meshing control
technique

Figure 4-29 Type of element, distortion and Hourglass control

The Hourglass control and distortion mesh control techniques will also be briefly
explained in this investigation. The use of a reduced-integration scheme can cause
the mesh to become unstable. This is commonly referred to as “hourglassing”.
Generally, both Hourglass and control of mesh distortion can enhance global
strain, stiffness, viscous, and a combination of stiffness and viscous. But when it
comes to using very fine mesh, controlling distortion may play a significant role
in a realistic simulation. Figure 4.29 illustrates the options for defining the control
of distortion and Hourglass.
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Figure 4.30 presents the programme screen which was used to define type of
element in steel reinforcement.

Figure 4-30 Meshing of beam element

Furthermore, with connected surfaces such as impact hammer, an important
aspect is generating mesh in the Master and Slave surfaces. Indeed because there
should never be more seeds in the Master surface than the slave surface.

There should be more seeds per unit in the slave surface so that there is a good
connection between any discrete elements in the slave surface can be absorbed by
elements in the master surface. Figure 4.31 presents an example of meshing
attribution between Master and Slave surfaces.
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Master

Slave

.

Figure 4-31 Meshing of master and slave surfaces

4.8

Creating an analysis job

In order to solve any type of finite element problem, the relevant job analysis
should be established. In the job management section these processes can be
represented thus:

• Write the input file using the analysis process.
• Submit a created job for special analysis.
• Monitor the process during analysis.
• Extract results from the results in the output files.
In this study, created job was submitted for analysis. Several assumptions were
described in the Step module to extract the impact characteristics in the system
based on an assumed job. Figure 4.32 presents details of how to establish a job
analysis. After this stage the extracted answers will be visualised analytically and
graphically. This part will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6.
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Figure 4-32 Defining job processor

4.9

Summary and discussion

This chapter provided a detailed guidance for creating a finite element analysis
model in ABAQUS/Explicit. As it will be discussed later, the precise impact
simulations are corrected using the precision impact tests. The development of the
pre-test numerical simulation provided the initial understanding of the structural
behaviour of reinforced concrete slabs under impact loading. Thus, the necessary
parameters such as displacement, stress, strain, and acceleration were used from
the results of the pre-test numerical simulation and investigated in order to better
plan for the experimental test procedure.
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Chapter five
5

5.1

Experimental Studies

Introduction

Five differently designed reinforced concrete slabs were placed under an impact
load and then tested. This chapter will address the individual specifications of
these slabs, the material properties, a description of the equipment used, a data
acquisition system, and an analysis of the results. The main concept of a designed
slab as well as plastic yield analysis in a reinforced concrete slab is explained in
the Appendix A and B.
5.2

Structural specifications of tested slabs

Figure 5.1 contains the dimensions of all the reinforced concrete slabs and the
data elements of their particular structure. They were simply supported on each
side. The main variables in this study were the use of different types of shear
reinforcement. Samples were manufactured in the School of Civil, Mining and
Environmental Engineering laboratory at the University of Wollongong. The twoway slabs are 1355 × 1090 × 90mm . Each slab was 90mm thick and the
reinforcement was 75mm from the surface. When designing reinforced concrete
slabs that will be subjected to impact loading, the shear reinforcement should
generally be considered. To design reinforced concrete slabs under impact
loading, shear reinforcement should generally be taken into account. In this
investigation the respective executive problems and opportunities to use the
proposed shear reinforcement were considered. Indeed there is no reliable
practical code or guideline for designing reinforced concrete slabs that will be
subjected to impact loading. There was vertical shear reinforcement with single
stirrups between the top and bottom flexural reinforcement. Inclined or lacing
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shear reinforcement are one of the types of shear reinforcement tied to the top and
bottom reinforcement.

Figure 5.1 Dimensions of the tested slabs

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 provide an executive draft of lacing and vertical shear
reinforcement which was determined by Section A-A in Figure5.1. Table 5.1 also
shows the structural data elements of each slab.
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Figure 5.2 Section A-A in slab with lacing reinforcement (refer to Figure 5.1)

Figure 5.3 Section A-A in slab with vertical shear reinforcement (refer to Figure 5.1)
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Table 5.1 Specifications of the slabs

Series No

Shear
reinforcement

Notation

Support
condition

Yield stress in steel
reinforcement(MPa)

Ultimate stress in steel
reinforcement(MPa)

Reinforcement
ρ (%)

Projectile
velocities
(m/s)

1

----------

SL1

Simply
supported

560

620

0.045

3.2

2

---------

SL2

Simply
supported

557

615

0.055

3.2

3

Vertical shear

SLV1

Simply
supported

520

618

0.052

4.5

4

Vertical shear

SLV2

Simply
supported

540

612

0.048

4.5

5

Lacing shear

SLL

Simply
supported

535

614

0.051

4.5
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5.3
5.3.1

Materials used for making the samples
Concrete

All the mixes supplied by technical staff complied with the definition of normalstrength concrete as given by AS 3600 (2001). The mechanical characteristics of
the concrete were determined several times after casting samples of the slab. A
number of 100 × 200mm cylinders (Figure 5.4) were tested under compression.
The mechanical characteristics of the samples are shown in Table 5.2.

Figure 5.4 Standard cylinder moulds

Table 5-2 Mechanical characteristics of samples

Day
Average
compressive
strength
(MPa)

5.3.2

7

28

42

53

25.6

35.8

41.2

52.5

Reinforcement

In all cases 10 mm diameter deformed bars were used for flexural reinforcement.
The steel characteristics complied with AS 1302-500Y (2001). A number of
reinforcing bars were tested in tension (refer to Figure 5.5) to establish the
mechanical characteristics of each batch.
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Figure 5.5 Steel tensile test

Apart from a structural design to determine the appropriate diameter of steel
reinforcement, the length of the hook and cog was considered on the basis of
Australian Standard AS3600 (2001) where clause 13.1 governs the design of
concrete members according to the development of stress in the reinforcement.
This section allows for the full design of the yield strength of reinforcing steel by
limiting the lengths of the tension and compression bars.
5.4

Experimental set-up, equipment and instrumentation

The development of an experimental programme required that a number of items
be supplied to ensure a reliable method of testing. Reliability is defined in terms
of the ability to reproduce experiments under similar conditions. These items
might be classified into structural testing equipment and measuring devices. The
measuring devices give an accurate and detailed record of the phenomena
investigated. In this section the preparation of the frame for the test slab, including
casting and curing, will be explained. Several steps are required to prepare the
steel and concrete for reinforced concrete structures.
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5.4.1

Structural testing table and support frame

The set-up was individually designed to be able to test two way slabs under
impact loading. In fact the frame should be stiff enough to support the load
without significant deformation. The details and structural design of both
members and connections were considered according to the Australian Standard
for steel structures AS 4100 (1998). Figures 5.6 presents views of the frame.
Besides, all the experiments on slabs considered the samples being simply
supported by a system of plates and rollers.

Figure 5.6 Simply supported condition in tested slabs

5.4.2

Casting process

Five slabs were needed for this experiment, Wood was used predominantly for the
formwork. Figure 5.7 illustrates a sample of the formwork utilised during this
process.
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Figure 5.7 A sample of the formwork

Before pouring the concrete the forms were scrubbed inside with a wire brush, the
dust was removed, and all the interior surfaces were lubricated with special oil.
Preparation time for the concrete was kept to a minimum because it was delivered
by an external concrete supplier (Figure 5.8).

Figure 5.8 Prepared concrete for casting

The moulds were re-checked to ensure they were clean and then the concrete was
poured. This process was carefully supervised to ensure that the reinforcement did
not move during pouring and the whole area inside the formwork was completely
filled. A pencil vibrator was used to vibrate the concrete and ensure complete
settlement. Figure 5.9 (a) and (b) illustrate this process.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.9 Casting process

(a) Shovelling concrete into the formwork (b) Using pencil vibrator

As soon as the slabs were completely vibrated, excess concrete was removed from
the moulds with a suitable length of timber (Figure 5.10).

Figure 5.10 Removing the excess concrete

To ensure that each slab was completely cured, they were hydrated during the first
twenty-eight days after pouring; this is a crucial process within the first week.

5.4.3

Test instrumentation

A number of factors need to be considered when selecting the sensors and
instrumentation necessary for dynamic testing. One of the major requirements is
to measure the dynamic parameters, which depends on the speed of the data
acquisition system. This is why load cell, acceleration, and the contact-less laser
sensor were chosen to achieve mechanical and electronic responses. Other
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important tasks include removing and balancing the noise and providing a better
filter for controlling the mechanical and electrical noise.
5.4.3.1 Drop hammer at the University of Wollongong

The drop hammer which was used to apply an impact load to the slabs is
illustrated in Figure 5.11. The hammer, including the impact plate and load cell,
weighs about 635 kg and can be dropped from a maximum height of 5.5 metres.

Figure 5.11 Main structure of the drop hammer

5.4.3.2 Hammer components

Figure 5.12 illustrates the main components of the drop hammer. It is supported
by a steel tower, is connected to the crosshead by a release mechanism and is
controlled by an electronic control panel.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.12 The main components of the drop hammer
(a) Drop hammer
(b) Release mechanism
(c) Electronic control panel

5.4.3.3 Sensor selection

In this study, several crucial parameters of structural response under impact
loading were measured. These dynamic parameters include impact load,
acceleration, steel strain, and deflection in the centre of the slabs. Table 5.3
contains the instruments used for these tests.
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Table 5-3 Utilised instruments

Parameter

Sensor

Applied load

Load cell

Acceleration

Accelerometer

Reinforcing steel strain

Embedded strain gauges

Specimen deflection

Contact-less laser sensors

5.4.3.4 Load cell

The load cell used to measure the reaction of the slab could also establish
adequate sensitivity. It provided a frequency response that was greater than or
equal to the frequency of the load applied.

The Model 1200 Flange load cell manufactured by the Interface Company was
used to determine the significant parameters of the slab and was able to measure
the maximum applied load of approximately 1200 kN. Figure 5.13 illustrates the
structure of the load cell used in this study. It was manufactured from heat treated
high carbon steel by Interface Company.
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Figure 5.13 Structure of load cell

5.4.3.5 Accelerometer

The accelerometer model DYTRAN 3200B4, which is illustrated in Figure 5.14,
could measure acceleration up to 1000kg but was sensitive enough to measure the
different kinds of shock and vibration. Some of its salient features are as follows:

•

Acceleration range = ±10000 g

•

Mounted response frequency= 1000kHz

•

Frequency response= 7% from1 − 10000 Hz

•

Sensitivity = 1 mv g

•

Constant current = 2 − 20mA

Figure 5.14 Accelerometer model DYTRAN 3200 B4
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The accelerometer was attached to the mid point between the centre of slab and
the edge of the supports (Figure 5.15).

Figure 5.15 Location of accelerometer

5.4.3.6 Measuring displacement at the centre of slabs

Displacement was measured by Micro-Epsilon model LD 1607 contact - less laser
sensors situated underneath the centre of slab (Figure 5.16). The Opto-NCDT
1607/1627 sensors have a semi-conductor laser with a wavelength of 670 nm.
This laser can also operate in a pulse mode which does not correspond to the
frequency used for taking measurements.

Figure 5.16 Contact less laser sensor.
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The duration of the pulse is regulated and is dependent on the object being
measured. The Opto LD 1607 consists of a laser-optical sensor and signal
conditioning electronics. Above and beyond that the sensor uses modulated
optical triangulation which projects the point of light onto the target surface. An
image of a diffuse reflection of the light spot is received onto a high-sensitivity
resolution element by an optical element placed at a specific angle to the optical
axis of the laser sensor. The controller calculates the distance between the light
spot on the object and the sensor from the output signal. This process is illustrated
in Figure 5.17 using individual abbreviations taken from the contact-less laser
sensor manual, and mentioned above, for example:
•

SMR= start of measuring range

•

MR= measuring range

Figure 5.17 The performance of contact-less laser sensor

5.4.3.7 Strain gauge

A strain gauge is a sensor that measures the tension or compression in a specimen.
They are commonly wired in a special bridge known as a Wheatstone bridge
which can be used to transform changes in resistance into changes in voltage. The
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Wheatstone bridge consists of two voltage divider circuits or arms which link the
input nodes.

Strain =

∆L 1 ∆R
= ×
L
G R

(5.1)

Where ∆L and L are the initial length and length of change and ∆R and R are the
gauge resistance change and initial resistance. Where G is the gauge factor, it is
the criterion for assessing the sensitivity of the gauge. Typical foil gauges have a
gauge factor of 2 which means that if they are stretched by 1% their resistance
will change by 2%. . Embedded strain gages are glued on reinforcement bars. They
were adequately protected from direct contact with concrete and water by
applying a rubber coating as in Figure 5.18.

Figure 5.18 Utilised embedded strain gauges

When a dynamic load is applied onto the top of a reinforced concrete slab the steel
reinforcing bars beneath are under tension and therefore the strain gauges are
placed at the centre of slab in both directions, and at the bottom of the flexural
reinforcement, as shown in Figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.19 Location of strain gauges

5.4.3.8 Data acquisition system

Collecting the data is extremely important but is probably one of the most difficult
aspects of impact tests because the duration of impact generally takes from 110 ms .The following guidelines should therefore be considered before
undertaking any experiment.
•

The system should be able to accurately record every signal transmitted
from each instrument.

•

The environmental conditions should be carefully arranged to avoid
running into electronic noise.

The experimental data were recorded electronically by data acquisition, and then
transferred to a computer (Figure 5.20). Along with a digital recording of the
experiment, visual observations and direct measurements were undertaken.
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Figure 5.20 Data acquisition system.

The final link in the data acquisition system is digitising, which includes special
software for processing the data. The Lab-VIEW software used in this study
enables the user to control the operating parameters and perform data acquisition,
as well as transfer data to the PC to prepare them for any post-processor analysis.

5.5

Experimental process

Five different impact tests were conducted on reinforced concrete slabs with
particular attention being paid to response parameters such as load, deflection,
acceleration, and strain versus time data. Consequently, the mode of failure for
each slab was determined and then classified from ductile (flexural) at low drop to
brittle (shear ductile) under higher drop. Furthermore, the behaviour of cracked,
post-cracked, or crushed regions were determined and investigated. In order to
observe the interaction between different kinds of shear reinforcement with
flexural reinforcement, including inclined and vertical, and concrete as a bond
action, a small layer of concrete was recovered from the slabs after testing in order
to develop a comparison that includes Finite Element results.
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In addition, the following checks should be carried out to ensure that the
equipment performs correctly.
•

Assemble the support frame, place the slab on the top, align it from both
directions and adjust the height of the electronic sensor.

•

Set up the drop weight impact machine, load cell, contact-less laser
sensor, accelerometer and power supply unit.

•

Ensure that the connections between all the components work properly.

•

Connect the drop hammer, raise it to the desired height and set it ready to
drop.

•

Test runs the scope driver software in the data acquisition system.

These pre-test activities may play a significant role in determining the initial value
of the drop height. The impact tests were carried out in the main High Bay
structure lab. The following sections describe the results.

5.6

Experimental Results

The experimental programme was based on the testing five reinforced concrete
two-way slabs. The main purpose of undertaking this experimental programme
was to have some experimental observations on which to validate a numerical
investigation and classify the benefits and limitations of using the finite element
code by comparing it with the experiments.

5.6.1

Characteristics of a Load- deflection curve at the centre

Figures 5.21 to 5.23 show impact load versus time, deformation in the centre
versus time, and load versus deformation in Simple Slab 1 (SL1). Here the critical
time or duration of impact to critical analysis was taken into account, and the
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results from dynamic loading, after subtracting and modifying extra values such
as inertia forces and arbitrary pulses after impact, were illustrated. The maximum
load is around 100 kN and the apex point in the graph of load versus time does not
descend sharply. This means that the slab may still be in the flexural mode after
testing. The slope of the load versus displacement curves is stiffness of the tested
reinforced concrete slab.
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Figure 5.21 Load versus time in simple slab 1-SL1
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Figure 5.22 Deflection versus time in simple slab 1-SL1
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Figure 5.23 Load versus deflection in simple slab 1 - (SL1)

Furthermore, Figures 5.24 to 5.27 illustrate load versus time, deflection in the
centre of the slab versus time, and load versus deflection at the centre in the slab
with lacing shear reinforcement (SLL). As presented above, the maximum load is
around 140 kN and there is no significant descent in the level of impulsive loading
which means that it does not reach shear failure mode.
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Figure 5.24 Load versus time in slab with shear lacing reinforcement (SLL)
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Figure 5.25 Deflection versus time in slab with lacing shear reinforcement (SLL)
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Figure 5.26 Load versus deflection in slab with shear lacing shear reinforcement (SLL)

Figures 5.27 to 5.29 show the impact load versus deflection in the centre of other
slabs. This data will be used to validate numerical calculations and the area under
the curve of load- deflection will be calculated in the following chapter and then
compared with the numerical analysis. Other graphs which are relevant to the
other slabs tested are presented in Appendix C.
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Figure 5.27 Load versus deflection in simple slab 2 - (SL2)
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Figure 5.28 Load versus deflection in slab with vertical shear reinforcement - (SLV1)
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Figure 5.29 Load versus deflection in slab with vertical shear reinforcement - (SLV2)

5.6.2

Acceleration versus time

Data from the accelerometer channel, which was attached to the mid point
between the centre of slab and the edge of the supports, was used to determine the
response of acceleration from reaction. This is one of the common approaches
used to examine the movement of a slab and assess its response under an impact
load. Figures 5.30 to 5.34 present the acceleration-time histories for all cases.
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Figure 5.30 Acceleration versus time in simple slab (1) - (SL1)
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Figure 5.31 Acceleration versus time in simple slab (2) - (SL2)
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Figure 5.32 Acceleration versus time in slab with vertical shear reinforcement - (SLV1)
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Figure 5.33 Acceleration versus time in slab with vertical shear reinforcement - (SLV2)
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Figure 5.34 Acceleration versus time in slab with lacing shear reinforcement (SLL)
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5.6.3

The strain in steel reinforcement

Data from the channels of strain measurement were used to classify the strain in
the steel reinforcement. It was measured at points of special interest in order to
obtain information on the state of stress based on the relationship of Hook’s law.
Unfortunately, all the data were not obtained because some strain gauges were
lost and therefore only one sample curve from each slab is presented to indicate
strain versus time. The results are shown in Figures 5.35 to 5.39.
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Figure 5.35 Strain versus time in simple slab (1) - (SL1)
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Figure 5.36 Strain versus time in simple slab (2) - (SL2)
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Figure 5.37 Strain versus time in slab with vertical shear reinforcement - (SLV1)
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Figure 5.38 Strain versus time in slab with vertical shear reinforcement - (SLV2)
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Figure 5 .39 Strain versus time in slab with lacing shear reinforcement (SLL)

5.6.4

Failure mode

The failure mode of a reinforced concrete slab subjected to an impact load may be
categorised as either flexural (which means bending), to shear failure and shear or
punching failure. All the slabs are classified and listed in Table 5.4 to determine
the failure mode which will be compared to the theoretical achievements.

Table 5.4 Mode of failure in tested slabs

Slab
No

Projectile
Notation

velocities
(m/s)

Mode of
failure

1

SL1

3.2

Bending

2

SL2

3.2

Bending

3

4

5

SLV1

SLV2

SLL

4.5

4.5

4.5

Comments

Yielding steel and cracking concrete
in tensile zone.
Yielding steel and cracking concrete
in tensile zone.

Bending to

Yielding steel, cracking concrete in

punching

tensile zone and crushing in the

shear

compressive zone.

Bending to

Yielding steel, cracking concrete in

punching

tensile zone and crushing in the

shear

compressive zone.

Bending to

Yielding steel, cracking concrete in

punching

tensile zone and crushing in the

shear

compressive zone.
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5.6.5

Distribution of cracking

Assessing the distribution of cracking in the tensile zone is an important criterion
for examining the capability of the finite element tool. Indeed, this kind of
assessment assists understating the critical zone of a reinforced concrete slab
under an impact load both numerically and experimentally. The following section
addresses some experimental results of the distribution of cracking in the critical
regions. Formation of the cracks is an important indication about how the flexural
element should behave under impact loading. Figure 5.40 represents crack
propagation on all slabs that were tested. In those slabs with lower dropped high, a
few cracks that appeared on the tension face (SL1 and SL2) developed into major
cracks. Major and minor cracks also developed because the other slabs were under
a higher dropped (SLV1, SLV2 and SLL).

5.7

Summary and discussion

The main reason for classifying the experimental results in this chapter was to
provide practical criteria to verify and validate the numerical simulation. The next
step in this investigation is to establish a correlation between the impact test and
virtual analysis. Consequently, some practical guidelines for taking advantage of
finite element analysis for predicting and designing reinforced concrete structures
subjected to impact loading will be discussed.
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Figure 5.40 Distribution of cracking in different slab
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Chapter six
6
6.1

Comparison of experimental and numerical results

Introduction

In this chapter all of the experimental and numerical results will be compared to
address the main objectives of this thesis. The first stage of dynamic numerical
analysis is to determine the natural frequency of the slabs and then deal with
parameters such as the load-deflection curve, the curve of fracture energy versus
deflection and other relevant curves as they are used with different types of
concrete modelling.

Additional points to be considered in this chapter include the effectiveness of
different mesh densities when Hourglass and techniques for controlling mesh
distortion are utilised. Next, the interaction between concrete and different types
of steel reinforcement such as flexural and shear will be evaluated. Furthermore,
from a scientific perspective, cracking in reinforced concrete structures needs
special consideration and therefore investigating its extent and pattern is an
important aspect of this study.

One specific matter considered in this study is determining the numerical failure
mode of reinforced concrete slabs subjected to impact loading. Hence, by
considering some limited experimental analysis with a different structure, possible
modes of failure which include flexural, shear ductile, and shear punching will be
observed; this kind of numerical assessment is a limited reflection of real
conditions. Finally, impact strikers with different geometrical shapes and forms,
for instance, simple or real will be discussed.
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Before describing the results of this simulation, explaining how to model different
materials may lead to a better understanding of the major purpose of this
dissertation which is to simulate the impact of different types of concrete models.
As stated above, ductile and brittle are the two main types of behaviour that are
modelled in the ABAQUS material library. Drucker-Prager and Cap/Plasticity are
classified as a ductile behaviour, yet Concrete Damage Plasticity or BrittleCracking is considered as a brittle behaviour.

The construction of Cap/Plasticity and Drucker-Prager are developed by the same
concept although Cap/Plasticity modelling is also based on the addition of a cap
yield surface. This provides an in-elastic hardening mechanism which accounts
for plastic compaction and helps control volume dilatancy when the material
yields in shear. Thus, the main difference between these two types of modelling
might occur at high velocity impact loading which may culminate into punching
shear failure mode.

Using Cap/Plasticity in global modelling may assist to obtain better results when
simulating the behaviour of cohesive geological materials such as soil and rocks.
Therefore, in the current study there are no significant differences between the
simulated results of modelling Drucker-Prager and Cap/Plasticity are evident due
to testing conditions that were carried out under low velocity impact.

6.2

Determination of natural frequency

Determining natural frequency is central to dynamic analysis. Apart from natural
frequency, other modes of vibration will be demonstrated. Figure 6.1 shows the
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natural frequency of a simple tested slab, which will be compared with the
duration of an impact load. The obtained period of structure is T = 0.028s.

Figure 6.1 First mode of vibration

It was reported by Miyamoto et al. (1991) that the higher modes of vibration are
known to cause a reverse shear reaction point which may cause punching shear
failure to be more dominant. Figure 6.2 presents other possible modes of
vibration.
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Mode (2)

Mode (3)

Mode (4)

Mode (5)

Figure 6.2 Other modes of vibration in the simple slab
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6.3

The effect of using different materials for modelling concrete

To perfectly simulate concrete under impact loads is very difficult because it is
generally sensitive to any change in the stress rate. Simulation of the different
concrete models such as Concrete Damage Plasticity (Brittle-Cracking), DruckerPrager and Cap/Plasticity which is available in the ABEQUS/Explicit code
material library.

Brittle-Cracking, discussed above, established on the basis of the traditional
theory of plasticity differs from contemporary Cap/Plasticity and Drucker-Prager
theoretical analysis.

According to this analysis modelling ductility has been

shown to be similar to metal when simulating the plastic deformation of concrete.
Each curve related to load-deflection is initially presented from the dynamic
response of all material cases at optimum mesh conditions.

Consequently, all the numerical calculations were compared to the experimental
observations available during impact loading. The area under the load-deflection
curve, which represents the fracture energy from the impact load, was computed
to determine the fracture energy in each structure resulting from modelling
different kinds of material behaviour. Thus, the results which were examined
experimentally and numerically will be compared. Figure 6.3 to Figure 6.7 present
the curves of the load deflection in mid span deflection.
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Figure 6.3 Comparison of load-deflection curves for
different material models in simple slab (1)-SL1
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Figure 6.4 Comparison of load-deflection curves for
different material models in simple slab (2)-SL2
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Figure 6.5 Comparison of load-deflection curves
for different material models in slab with vertical shear reinforcement SV1
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Figure 6.6 Comparison of load-deflection curves
for different material models in slab with vertical shear reinforcement SV2
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Figure 6.7 Comparison of load-deflection curves
for different material models in slab with lacing shear reinforcement SLL

Generally, the application of Drucker-Prager and Cap/Plasticity modelling
analysis better assists in explaining performance compared to the BrittleCracking model. Ductile behaviour can simulate the behaviour of dynamic
loading in reinforced concrete structures as closely as an experiment. It can be
described by the simulation of post-failure behaviour in reinforced concrete
structures. Meanwhile, modelling the behaviour of concrete cracking, yielding
plasticity of concrete under compression and yielding of reinforcement are
significant issues to get realistic load-deflection curve. Modelling ductile
behaviour using Drucker-Prager or Cap/Plasticity models can simulate the
discussed behaviour better than the Brittle-Cracking model because the plastic
strain evaluation rate is controlled by the flow rule which is an important
parameter in Drucker- Prager and Cap/Plasticity modelling. Besides, the effect of
confined or lateral pressure was taken into account when modelling the Drucker117

Prager and Cap/Plasticity and thus it results in increased ductile behaviour.
Furthermore, comparing maximum and minimum principal stresses is another
reason to prove the proposed hypotheses about comparing ductile or brittle
behaviour in concrete structures. Maximum and minimum principal stresses on
the surface of the concrete were determined for all types material modelling. As
an example, a slab with lacing reinforcement was chosen to illustrate the
distribution of stress with different concrete models (refer to Figure 6.8 to Figure
6.9).

(a)

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.8 Maximum and minimum principal stresses using Brittle-Cracking in slab with
lacing shear reinforcement.

(a) Maximum principal stress
(b) Minimum principal stress
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.9 Maximum and minimum principal stresses using Drucker-Prager in slab with
lacing shear reinforcement.
(a) Maximum principal stress
(b) Minimum principal stress
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It was found that the distribution of stress in the developed models using ductile
modelling such as Drucker-Prager or Cap/Plasticity can give more realistic results
than the Brittle-Cracking model which is very conservative. Indeed the
distribution of stress in reinforced concrete structures is distributed globally rather
than locally. Impulsive waves from impact loading would be propagated on all
surfaces of reinforced concrete structures.

Generally, the amount of maximum and minimum principal stresses in DruckerPrager and Cap/Plasticity is much higher than Brittle-Cracking. As mentioned
above, this phenomenon might be influenced by the confined pressure and
hardening rule from modelling the behaviour of Drucker-Prager and
Cap/plasticity. Moreover, this comparison can explain why there is more
deformation in the ductile behaviour.

6.4

Calculated fracture energy in numerical and experimental analysis

The area calculated under the curve of load versus deflection indicates the amount
of fracture energy from impact loading. A simple Matlab code was developed to
calculate and present the curve of energy versus deflection. Figures 6.10 to 6.14
present the amount of calculated numerical and experimental fracture energy by
modelling different types of materials.
.
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Figure 6.10 Energy versus deflection in simple slab (1)-SL1
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Figure 6.11 Energy versus deflection in simple slab (2)-SL2
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Figure 6.12 Energy versus deflection in slab with vertical shear reinforcement SV1
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Figure 6.13 Energy versus deflection in slab with vertical shear reinforcement SV2
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Figure 6.14 Energy versus deflection in slab with lacing shear reinforcement SLL

The overall energy which might be absorbed by simulated models using DruckerPrager and Cap/Plasticity is generally more than the Brittle-Cracking option. This
is another reason for seeking to prove that there is greater ductility in DruckerPrager or Cap/Plasticity modelling.
6.5 The effect of mesh density when modelling different kinds of materials

To examine the effectiveness of a different number of elements or mesh densities
and obtain the numerical stiffness when modelling different types of materials,
each curve resulting from load-deformation in the theoretical analysis was
compared with the results from the experimental observations. Different meshing
densities were examined, including four samples ranging from very fine to coarse.
In order to take full advantage of the available computer memory, a quarter of
each slab was developed into a finer mesh. Table 6.1 indicates the number of
elements.
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Table 6.1 Number of elements for each case

Case

1

2

3

4

Number of
elements
Solution
Time

180

3640

70170

161280

1 Hours

2.5 Hours

8 Hours

18 Hours

Technically, changing the number of seeds (elements per edge) in the developed
models means that the specified number of mesh elements in an impact drop
hammer should be converted simultaneously. However, Figure 6.15 to Figure 6.19
demonstrate the main comparison between different mesh densities and
experimental observations in different tested slabs. Other graphs comparing the
slabs by using Cap/Plasticity model to simulate behaviour of concrete are listed in
the Appendix (D).
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Figure 6.15 A comparison of mesh density using Drucker-Prager concrete
model in simple slab (1)-SL1
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Figure 6.16 A comparison of mesh density using Drucker-Prager concrete
model in simple slab (2)-SL2
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Figure 6.17 A comparison of mesh density using Drucker-Prager concrete
model in slab with vertical shear reinforcement –SV1
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Figure 6.18 A comparison of mesh density using Drucker-Prager concrete
model in slab with vertical shear reinforcement-SV2
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Figure 6.19 A comparison of mesh density using Drucker-Prager concrete
model in slab with shear lacing reinforcement-SLL

Increasing the number of elements means that all the curves become smoother.
The main reason for describing this phenomenon is the increasing number of
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integration points leads to an increase in the number of integrated points and it can
result in obtaining simulation as close as experiment.

While the number of elements has increased the shape of the deformed curve, the
load- deformation becomes closer to the experimental condition until it finally
converges. At this stage most researchers e.g. Krauthammer and Oh (2001)
encounter mesh distortion. However, by controlling mesh distortion the problem
was overcome, as shown by this study. Besides Figure 6.20 to Figure 6.24 provide
same comparison by using brittle modelling.
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Figure 6.20 Comparison of mesh density using Brittle-Cracking concrete
model in simple slab (1)-SL1
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Figure 6.21 Comparison of mesh density using Brittle-Cracking concrete
model in simple slab (2)-SL2
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Figure 6.22 Comparison of mesh density using Brittle-Cracking concrete
model in slab with vertical shear reinforcement-SV1
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Figure 6.23 Comparison of mesh density using Brittle-Cracking concrete
model in slab with vertical shear reinforcement-SV2
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Figure 6.24 Comparison of mesh density using Brittle-Cracking concrete
model in slab with lacing shear reinforcement-SLL
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6.6

A numerical determination of the mode of failure

One of the key issues in this numerical assessment is to determine the failure
mode of reinforced concrete structures. The three major failure modes in
reinforced concrete slabs subjected to impact loads are flexural, intermediate
(bending to shear), and punching shear. Five reinforced concrete slabs placed
under low velocity impact loads exhibited flexural and intermediate failure. Table
6.2 indicates the specifications and possible failure modes of these slabs.

Table 6.2 Failure mode in the simulated slabs

Slab

Failure mode

SL1-simple

Bending-ductile

SL2-simple

Bending-ductile

SV1-vertical shear

Ductile shear

SV2-vertical shear

Ductile shear

SLL-lacing shear

Ductile shear

In order to simulate failure mode in these slabs, the Drucker-Prager and Concrete
Damage Plasticity models (Brittle- Cracking) were used. Both types of models are
able to simulate the failure process. However, in simulating the results of concrete
crushing, which is the contact point between the impact drop hammer and
concrete surface, from Drucker-Prager modelling was superior to the Brittlecracking model. This gives a better performance when simulating concrete plastic
deformation from an impact load. Figure 6.25 and Figure 6.26 illustrate simulated
the flexural failure mode of slab simple 1 (SL1) by using different modelling.
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Stage (1)

Stage (2)

Stage (3)

Stage (4)

Figure 6.25 Flexural mode in simple slab 1 (SL1) simulated by Brittle-Cracking concrete simulation
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Stage (1)

Stage (2)

Stage (3)

Stage (4)

Figure 6.26 Flexural mode in simple slab 1 (SL1) simulated by Drucker-Prager concrete simulation
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This deformation was simulated in the model as closely as possible to compare
with

experimental

condition.

Figure

6.27

shows

comparison

between

experimental and numerical simulation where there is a limited crushing region on
the top in simple slab 1.

Common point

Figure 6.27 Comparison between experimental and numerical simulation in simple slab 1

The remaining slabs were tested with the hammer dropped from a greater height
so the possible failure modes were classified as intermediate or shear ductile. As
an example, Figure 6.28 and Figure 6.29 show the failure mode of a slab
reinforced by lacing shear (SLL) where the shape of the plug is about to be
created by a hammer dropped from a greater height. This is an individual
capability for numerically predicting the failure mode (refer to the Figure 6.30).
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Stage (1)

Stage (2)

Stage (3)

Stage (4)

Figure 6.28 Shear ductile failure in slab with lacing shear reinforcement (SLL) using Brittle-Cracking concrete simulation
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Stage (1)

Stage (2)

Stage (3)

Stage (4)

Figure 6.29 Shear ductile failure in slab with lacing shear reinforcement (SLL) using Drucker-Prager concrete simulation
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Common point

Figure 6.30 Comparison between experimental and numerical simulation in slab with
shear lacing reinforcement (SLL)

Figure 6.31 illustrates another comparison with crushing on the top surface. There
is a good estimation to predict numerically failure mode.

Common point

.

Figure 6.31 Simulation of crushing on top of slab with lacing shear reinforcement (SLL)
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This kind of simulation can be improved by taking full advantage of an optimised
mesh generation or a definition of appropriate material properties, but there is an
acceptable agreement between the tested and simulated reinforced concrete slabs
under impact loading.

6.7

Simulating different types of steel reinforcement

To simulate the flexural, vertical, and lacing shear behaviour of steel
reinforcement is an essential part of this investigation. It was stated previously
that a number of researchers e.g. Agardh and Lain(1999), Zineedin (2002), Teng
et al (2004) and Wang et al. (2006) who used numerical techniques to simulate
reinforced concrete structures subjected to impact loading believe that it is
essential to establish a proper interaction between the steel reinforcement and
concrete structure.

To create and define a realistic bond using composite materials presents several
difficulties. Particular attention was initially given to constructing a reasonable
inter-action between the shear and flexural reinforcement by establishing proper
degree of freedom inherent at the intersection points.

Figures 6.32 shows the feasibility of establishing a realistic interaction between
inclined reinforcement, flexural reinforcement, and concrete. Provided there is an
appropriate contact between the shear and main reinforcement, obtaining a
reasonable simulation is achievable when modelling both types of material.
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Common point

Figure 6.32 A comparison between the tested and modelled lacing shear reinforcement

Figure 6.33 demonstrates failure process in lacing shear reinforcement from
impact loading. Besides a numerical assessment of the behaviour of vertical shear
reinforcement is another significant matter which is addressed in this study
because vertical and inclined shear reinforcement can constrain the main
reinforcement.
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Stage (1)

Stage (2)

Stage (3)

Stage (4)

Figure 6.33 Failure process in lacing shear reinforcement from impact loading
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Figure 6.34 presents the interaction between the main and flexural reinforcement by
establishing a bond between the steel and the concrete.

Figure 6.34 A comparison between tested and modelled with vertical shear reinforcement

.
As illustrated above, there is a good agreement between the theoretical and
experimental analysis and therefore this kind of calculation can be used to verify the
simulation (refer to Figure 6.35). However, the main reason for successfully simulating
steel reinforcement can be classified as follows:
•

Using a beam element instead of a solid cylinder element to model steel
reinforcement which is dependent upon establishing a proper global stiffness
matrix as well as degree of freedom in the common nodes.

•

Embedded techniques in modelling different types of steel reinforcement can
achieve a realistic simulation of the interaction between concrete and steel
compared to discrete reinforcement. Moreover, there is no limit on the mesh in
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the embedded technique when using mesh seeds between the steel and concrete
as discrete reinforcement.
•

Using the dynamic enhancement factor (DEF) to define the properties of steel
helped to achieve better results.

•

To characterise the dynamic and static friction factor to simulate the bond
between two different types of material is a significant method used in this
study.

Common point

Figure 6.35 Verification of measured deflection in shear lacing slab
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6.8

Numerically evaluating the distribution of cracking

Cracking is treated as a reduction of the average stiffness of a material in the direction
of the major principal stresses. In a finite element model this is carried out by reducing
the stiffness according to the particular constitutive relationship at the integration point
of the element. One of the approaches in this study is to simulate discrete cracking on
the surface comparison with the experimental observations. To simulate crack
distribution in concrete structures is a significant achievement because one of the major
limitations is determining the correct trajectory propagation on the surface. In this part
of the study, Brittle-Cracking concrete model in the material is modelled individually to
predict the propagation of cracking in the tensile region of reinforced concrete
structures.

Cracks generally occur first, followed by initial yielding (plasticity) of concrete under
compression, and finally the reinforcement yields. In order to find an acceptable
estimation of direction and shape of distribution, different kinds of mesh densities were
examined. Clearly, selecting a sufficiently fine mesh is very important to adequately
define the deformation and stresses in impact loading. Table 6.3 demonstrates the
number of elements used in each model.

Table 6. 3 Numbers of elements
Case(1)

Case(2)

Case(3)

Case(4)

Case(5)

240

560

1008

3940

15960

Figure 6.36 presents the results of the process when a changing mesh generation was
compared with the experiment. As an example, the slab reinforced by lacing shear
reinforcement are illustrated in detail.
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In the initial process of meshing and propagation of cracking, radial cracking will be
distributed. Whereas, after the critical zone is sub-divided on the basis of the possible
trajectory of propagation of cracking, an ideal estimation may be achievable.

(a)

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

(e)
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(f)

Figure 6.36 Cracking pattern in different meshing (a) Case1 (b) case2 (c) case 3
(d) case 4 (e) case5 (f) experimental

As stated above, by increasing the number of elements and considering the possible
direction of cracking, it is then possible to predict and determine the critical region in
the tensile zone and the density of cracking. Most cracks radiate out from the middle of
the slab towards the outer edges and local failure also occurs near the mid-span. This
can be described by considering to the decreasing local stiffness on surface of concrete
in the tensile region.

Figure 6.37 also shows the same comparison between a simulated slab with shear
reinforcement and the experimental observation. As a result, by using the appropriate
mesh generation and possible trajectory of cracking, an ideal estimation of the
distribution of cracking is obtainable.
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Figure 6.37 Distribution of cracks in a slab with vertical shear reinforcement-SV1

6.9 The effect of striker geometry

Apart from studying the effectiveness of using different types of materials in concrete
and how different mesh is generated in simulated concrete slabs, to investigate the
possible relationship between striker geometry and special parameters, a curve of loaddeformation from the reaction of the slab was also tested. It should also be considered
that in every case, the impact region was considered the same, yet strikers with a
different geometry were examined. Moreover, the optimum meshing condition was
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developed for each model in this part. Figure 6.38 presents different striker geometries
which have been used in this simulation.
Case (1)

Case (2)

Case (3)

Case (4)

Figure 6.38 Different striker geometries

As concluded that Cases 1 and 2 are just simplified strikers with simple geometrical
shapes, Cases 3 and 4 were developed closer to real conditions, but in each instance the
density was adjusted to the same mass as the actual impact hammer. Strikers with
different geometries caused the slabs to deviate significantly, although those with a
geometry that closely reflected real conditions performed better. This phenomenon can
be described by considering the distribution of mass or rotary inertia effect in drop
hammer impact. Figure 6.39 to 6.42 indicate an example of the load-deformation curve
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in slabs with lacing shear reinforcement which was developed using Drucker-Prager
behaviour.
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Figure 6.39 The effect of different striker geometry in slab with shear lacing
developed by Drucker-Prager concrete modelling
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Figure 6.40 The effect of different striker geometry in slab with shear lacing reinforcement
developed by Brittle-Cracking concrete modelling
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Figure 6.41 The effect of different striker geometry in simple slab (1)
developed by Drucker-Prager concrete modelling
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Figure 6.42 The effect of different striker geometry in simple slab (1)
developed by Brittle-Cracking concrete modelling
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6.10 Steel strain

Figures 6.43 through 6.46 present examples of a comparison between the curve of the
strain versus time and measured steel strains in the slab with lacing shear reinforcement
(SLL) and simple slab No (1)(SL1). These samples were modelled using all types of
material modelling. There is an acceptable agreement between numerical and
experimental analysis in this part of investigation. Other comparisons are provided in
the Appendix (E).

Figure 6.43 Simulation the behaviour of flexural steel strain versus time at the centre in slab
with lacing shear reinforcement developed by Drucker-Prager concrete modelling
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Figure 6.44 Simulation the behaviour of flexural steel strain versus time at the centre in slab
with lacing shear reinforcement developed by Brittle-Cracking concrete modelling

Figure 6.45 Simulation the behaviour of flexural steel strain versus time at the centre in simple
slab (1) developed by Drucker-Prager concrete modelling
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Figure 6.46 Simulation the behaviour of flexural steel strain versus time in
simple slab (1) developed by Brittle-Cracking concrete modelling
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6.11 Acceleration

Determining and comparing the curve of acceleration versus time is an important
parameter in analysing impact loading. In this study the curve of acceleration versus
time in a slab with lacing reinforcement was used to compare the theoretical and
experimental results, and therefore Drucker-Prager behaviour, Cap/Plasticity and
Brittle-Cracking theoretical models were used to simulate the behaviour of concrete.
Figure 6.47 to Figure 6.50 illustrate samples of acceleration versus time.

Figure 6.47 Acceleration versus time in slab with lacing shear reinforcement developed by
Drucker-Prager concrete modelling
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Figure 6.48 Acceleration versus time in slab with lacing shear reinforcement developed by
Brittle-Cracking concrete modelling

Figure 6.49 Acceleration versus time in simple slab (1) developed by Drucker-Prager
concrete modelling
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Figure 6.50 Acceleration versus time in simple slab (1) developed by Brittle-Cracking
concrete model

For different types of concrete models theoretical analysis is able to predict peak value
of accelerations that would be close to the experimental values provided they are
extracted near the neutral axis of the concrete slab model. Comparison of the peak
acceleration values obtained from numerical and experimental analyses are presented in
Table 6.4. Also, other curves from acceleration versus time are provided in Appendix
(F).
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Table 6.4 Obtained accelerations in numerical and experimental observations

Obtained acceleration in different concrete modelling (m / s 2 )
Slab
Drucker-Prager

Cap/Plasticity

Brittle-Cracking

Experimental

Simple (1)-SL1

1150

1030

1250

1100

Simple (2)-SL2

2180

2000

2400

2020

Shear (1)-SLV1

1510

1490

2300

1450

Shear (2)-SLV2

2350

2380

2480

2240

Lacing-SLL

2420

2240

2525

2225

6.12 Summary and discussion

This chapter could provide a comparison between the experimental and numerical
analysis of every criterion discussed. Numerical techniques can generally predict an
acceptable estimation of the reaction of reinforced concrete structures under impact or
impulse loading but can lead to design structures with abnormal loading. Numerical and
finite element techniques are individual tools to use for a cost effective discussion, and
can provide more details than analytical approaches. By establishing different
comparisons between numerical and experimental observations this chapter could
present a significant agreement between the essential parameters due to transient
dynamic loading in reinforced concrete structures. The proposed method might be used
for drafting a dynamic design method for impact resistance structures. The following
chapter will present a general conclusion to this report including recommendations for
further research.
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Chapter seven
Summary, discussion and recommendations for future research

7.1

Introduction

To better understand how reinforced concrete structures behave under dynamic loading
a range of analyses were devised to test. A summary of each phase of this investigation
is described in the following section and conclusions specific to each chapter of this
thesis are presented in the appropriate chapters. From those conclusions the author
would like to summarise the individual achievements in the following paragraphs.

In Chapter One, the main objectives and hypotheses the current study was supposed to
achieve, were documented. Consequently, after an extensive literature survey, presented
in Chapter Two, a database containing results from different published works and
present numerical and experimental studies were addressed.

In Chapter Three, the properties of concrete and steel reinforcement as well as the
interaction between two different kinds of material, which was considered as a
composite action, were described. Moreover, some crucial discussions regarding the use
of different types of non-linear behaviour for modelling reinforced concrete structures
were presented. The concept of shear stiffening and shear retention factors were
explained and the numerical and experimental studies were addressed in Chapters Four
and Five. The experimental and numerical results achieved in this thesis were compared
in Chapter Six.
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7.2

Classification of the results

The results and discussion of this study which fulfil the objectives of this research are
classified as follows:
•

Modelling in concrete using ductile behaviour results in better and realistic
results than when using brittle behaviour because of considering confined
pressure and ductility from concrete modelling.

•

The parameters simulating definition hardening and flow rules can play
significant role to obtain better results than when modelling reinforced concrete
structures using brittle behaviour.

•

For the sake of providing more ductility, the amount of energy which might be
absorbed by modelling ductile concrete is more than for modelling a concrete
slab using brittle behaviour.

•

By taking full advantage of Hourglass control and mesh distortion techniques,
and provided the number of mesh elements have increased, the load
deformation curve would be close to the experimental result previously
obtained.

•

Finite element analysis is capable of making reasonable estimations available
in order to determine the possible failure modes of reinforced concrete slabs
subjected to impact loads.

•

Numerical simulation can be used to construct the physical interaction between
steel and concrete (bond action) as well as create an interaction between
flexural and shear reinforcement. Modelling composite material such as a
reinforced concrete slab is possible provided that the appropriate conditions for
creating the interaction between steel and concrete is fulfilled.
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•

The quantity of mesh density and direction of the sub-division on the surface of
a concrete slab, where it may follow the trajectory of cracking, can play an
important role in simulating finite element analysis.

•

The geometry of a striker is an important criterion when simulating impact
loading because the striker with a geometry that is closest to real conditions
may give a better performance.

7.3

Recommendations for further research

In order to conduct a more accurate finite element analysis and better represent the
physical problem at hand, the following recommendations for future research are
proposed. But in view of limitations such as time, opportunities, experimental
equipment, material, individual testing of material, and access to well equipped
hardware facilities, some general recommendations are as follows.

•

Initially, this kind of experimental test can be carried out on numerous
reinforced concrete slabs to validate further numerical modelling by respecting
differently designed slabs. This would certainly result in a more reliable
assessment of finite elements analysis in any reinforced concrete structure.

•

A realistic description of bond action between concrete and steel is one of the
crucial steps when modelling any kind of reinforced concrete structure by
arranging proper pull-out test.

•

The reinforcement ratio affects the stress transfer rate between the steel and
concrete in a cracked reinforced concrete structure, but because the bond
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between the concrete and steel reinforcement is better than ever, tension
stiffening may significantly influence how cracks are distributed.

•

When formulating concrete the tensile and compressive softening parameters
should be modified to enhance the shear behaviour of the finite element model
and therefore the formulation concept should be converted in order to develop
a more accurate material model. Indeed before performing the numerical
simulations, the test data should be able to support the development of
constitutive

material

models

with

substantial

progress

in

material

characterisation and modelling.
•

Clearly there are several factors which may affect the impact tests, with one of
the most important being the relationship between the sizes and weight of the
hammer to examine mode of failure.

•

The precise input parameters should be predetermined based on the
simulation results from the improved models to better correlate the cases
examined in this study.

•

A more extensive experimental investigation should be carried out on the
structural behaviour of concrete slabs under impulsive load. These can be
considered individually by the size and geometry of reinforced concrete slabs
and different boundary conditions.

•

Moreover, as computer and software facilities become more powerful, both
concrete and reinforcement can be simulated in greater detail to provide an
acceptable prediction.

•

The effect of using different types of shear reinforcement such as
prefabricated, shear connectors, or double lacing shear reinforcement to
improve the deformation of reinforced concrete slabs subjected to impact
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loading should be considered. This concept should be proven by providing
numerous observations of reinforced concrete slabs.
•

The influence of different angles and confinement radio in inclined shear
reinforcement (lacing) to improve ductility and absorption fracture energy
which might be associated with creating a better membrane action between the
shear and flexural reinforcement.

•

To obtain an individual understanding of how trusses act in a lacing shear
structure may lead to the concept of globally stiffening reinforced concrete
slabs according to the principal of superposition.

•

Using high speed photography to determine the real mode of failure in
reinforced concrete structures subjected to impact loads.

•

Another approach is to study the behaviour of reinforced concrete slabs under
multiple impact loads. This can help determine the degree of deformation in
this kind of structure.

•

A combination of experimental and numerical analysis can be arranged by
considering different velocity impact hammers to classify the mode of failure
in reinforced concrete slabs which may help to determine a reliable analytical
equation for predicting the behaviour of concrete structures under impulse
loading to provide reliable code of practice in this field.

•

Examining the hammer head and the influence of the angle on the nose cone.
This factor may result in establishing a local or global response to reinforced
concrete slabs from different impact loading.

•

Studying the behaviour of reinforced concrete slabs subjected to impact loads
can be done by using numerical techniques. Because of the lack of reliable
equations to determine essential parameters due to the dynamic response of
reinforced concrete slabs, this area of study should be addressed.
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•

To develop and write individual codes about the behaviour of concrete
regardless of those available in the ABAQUS library is an important
suggestion for future work because it may well improve simulation of concrete
structures which is a difficult task.
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Appendix (A): Calculation of ultimate moment capacity

ρ=

0 .5
0.5
⇒ A1 = ρ × b × d ⇒ A1 =
× 1000 × (90 − 12) = 390 mm2 mm
100
100

2.5 × D s = 2.5 × 90 = 225 mm

fc

/

= 32 Mpa

f sy = 500Mpa
E s = 2 × 10

5

Mpa

Assume initially that the steel does yield, and then check whether the assumption is
sound by calculating the strain in the steel and comparing with the strain at initial yield:

ε sy =

T=

f sy
Es

=

500
= 0.0025
2 × 10 5

As × f sy = 390 × 500 = 195000 kN Steel force at yield

C = (0.85 ×

fc

C =T ⇒ a =

dn =

′

) × 1000 × a = 0.85 × 32 × 1000 × a Concrete compressive force

195000
= 7.22 mm
27200

7.22
= 8.5 mm
0.85
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εs =

0.003 × (78 − 8.5)
= 0.0245
8.5

Since ε s > ε sy , the assumption of steel yield is valid so,

Lever arm distance: Z = 78 −

M u = T × Z = 195 ×

7.22
= 74.39 mm
2

74.39
= 14.51 kN.m/m.
1000
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Appendix (B): Yield line analysis

External work:

For segment I or III:

u ext = (

ω × 1.090 × y
2

∆
) × ( ) = 0.182 × ω × y
3

For segment II, IV:

u ext = 2 × (

ω × 0.545 × y
2

∆
∆
) × ( ) + [ω × (1.355 − 2 y ) × 0.545] × ( )
3
2

u ext = 0.182 × ω × y × ∆ + 0.2725 × ω × ∆ × (1.355 − 2 y )
∑ u ext = 2 × (0.182 × ω × ∆ × y ) + 2 × [0.182 × ω × y × ∆ + 0.2725 × ω × ∆ × (1.355 − 2 y )]
∑ u ext = 0.74 × ω × ∆ − 0.362 × ω × y

For internal work:

∆
∆
∆
× y ] + 2 × [(1.355 − 2 × y ) × m ×
]
u int = [m × ( ) × 1.090] × 2 + 4 × [m ×
y
0.545
0.545

u int = 2.18 ×

m∆
+ 4.97 × m × ∆
y
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External work = Internal work

u ext = u int ⇒
dω
=0
dy

0.74 × ω − 0.362 × ω × y = 2.18 ×

m
+ 4.97 m
y

2.18
+ 4.97
y
ω = m×(
)
0.74 − 0.362 × y

⇒ 1.8 y 2 + 1.58 y − 1.61 = 0 ⇒ y = 0.6 (m)

1
+ 4.97
0.6
ω = m×(
)
0.74 − 0.362 × 0.6
2.18 ×

⇒ ω = 16.45m

This is relationship between ultimate moment capacity and distributed applied load.
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Appendix (C): Other Experimental results
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Appendix (D): Numerical results from using Cap/Plasticity concrete model
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Figure D.1 A comparison of mesh density using Cap/Plasticity model in simple slab (1)
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Figure D.2 A comparison of mesh density using Cap/Plasticity model in simple slab (2)
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Figure D.3 A comparison of mesh density using Cap/Plasticity model in slab with vertical
Shear reinforcement SV1
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Figure D.4 A comparison of mesh density using Cap/Plasticity model in slab with vertical
Shear reinforcement SV2
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Figure D.5 A comparison of mesh density using Cap/Plasticity concrete model in slab with
shear lacing reinforcement SLL
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Appendix (E): Other numerical results from modelling strain versus time

Figure E.1 Simulated steel strain versus time in simple slab 1 developed by Cap/Plasticity
concrete modelling

Figure E.2 Simulated steel strain versus time in simple slab 2 developed by Drucker-Prager
concrete modelling
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Figure E.3 Simulated steel strain versus time in simple slab 2 developed by Cap/Plasticity
concrete modelling

Figure E.4 Simulated steel strain versus time in simple slab 2 developed by Brittle-Cracking
concrete modelling
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Figure E.5 Simulated steel strain versus time in slab with vertical shear reinforcement-SV1
developed by Drucker-Prager concrete modelling

Figure E.6 Simulated steel strain versus time in slab with vertical shear-SV1 developed by
Cap/Plasticity concrete modelling
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Figure E.7 Simulated steel strain versus time in slab with vertical shear reinforcement SV1
developed by Brittle-Cracking concrete modelling

Figure E.8 Simulated steel strain versus time in slab with vertical shear reinforcement SV2
developed by Drucker-Prager concrete modelling
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Figure E.9 Simulated steel strain versus time in slab with vertical shear reinforcement
SV2 developed by Cap/Plasticity concrete modelling

Figure E.10 Simulated steel strain versus time in slab with vertical shear reinforcement
developed by Brittle-Cracking concrete modelling
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Figure E.11 Simulated steel strain versus time in slab with lacing shear reinforcement
SLL developed by Cap/Plasticity concrete modelling
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Appendix (F): Other numerical results from modelling acceleration versus time

Figure F.1 Acceleration versus time in simple slab 1 developed by Cap/Plasticity concrete
simulation

Figure F.2 Acceleration versus time in simple slab 2 developed by
Drucker-Prager concrete simulation
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Figure F.3 Acceleration versus time in simple slab 2 developed by
Cap/Plasticity concrete simulation

Figure F.4 Acceleration versus time in simple slab 2 developed by
Brittle-Cracking concrete simulation
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Figure F.5 Acceleration versus time in slab with vertical shear SV1 developed by
Drucker-Prager concrete simulation

Figure F.6 Acceleration versus time in slab with vertical shear SV1 developed by
Cap/Plasticity concrete simulation
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Figure F.7 Acceleration versus time in slab with vertical shear SV1 developed by
Brittle-Cracking concrete simulation

Figure F.8 Acceleration versus time in slab with vertical shear SV2 developed by
Drucker-Prager concrete simulation
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Figure F.9 Acceleration versus time in slab with vertical shear SV2 developed by
Cap/Plasticity concrete simulation

Figure F.10 Acceleration versus time in slab with vertical shear SV2 developed by
Brittle-Cracking concrete simulation
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Figure F.11 Acceleration versus time in slab with lacing shear reinforcement SLL developed by
Cap/Plasticity concrete simulation
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